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1.SUMMARtY

The program was initiated to identify, by study and testA

the most cost-effective methods of improving performance and

economy while reducing smoke emissions and eliminating the opera- I'
tional problems of the Fatrbanks Morse (FM) 38TDS-Il turbo- I_
charged diesel engines which power the 378-9Foot Hih Endurance
Cutters (WHEC). These cutters are powered by a COWJG -yopulsion U

Plant consisting of two 18,000 shp aircra-ft-type, turbines and two

3,500 shp turbocharged opposed piston diesel engines. Both pro-

-pulsio-n plants are connected through reduction gears to variable Aa
pitch propellers.I

A study of major operating conditions and identification of

major operating problems associhate,. with the diesel engines on the

378-foot WHEC cutters were required as well as recommendations of

methods to minimize any operational deficiencies. Data for this

report were obtained froti:
1) a reveiw of original engine test records,

2) Fairbanks-Morse Customer !"ervice Department engine test reports,

3) a pointed questionnaire of all 378-foot WHiEC cutters,

4) special in-house laboratory engine tests,

5) tests on the LJSCGC GALLATIN (WHEC 721))

6) personal visits to selected cutters for discussion with

engineering officers and cogntizant propulsion plant personnel.



2. BACKGROUND

This effort is a follow-on to work initiated in FYI'74 b.

the U.S. Coast Guard through TSC to minimize the sm-oke emissions
from CG icebreakers (Contract DOT-TSC-90S). That work was to

Averify, through actual field tests, the effectiveness of proposedI
engine modifications to improve engine efficiency and r-.duce
exhaust emissions of the 38DR-1/8 Fairbanks M11orse blower-sCavenged,
opposed-piston. (O.P.) engine. Those modifications, which had beenijtested in the iaboratory, consisted olnwe ti pintle-type11
nozzles, simdijcinpms tdavne neto iig
The field test on the 93 Main Diesel Engine of the USCGC MCKINAW -

(WG-83) Compared baseline (unmodified) and modified engine test
K4(WG results while the shop performed the routine maneuvers of engine

start-up, idle, undocking, docking, ,and steady steaming. Gaseous
and smoke emissions, fuel consumption, and other pertinent engine

I parameters were measured as a function of engine speed and load.2

2
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I
3, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

;J
We have identified methods o imfproving engine performance

through engine, operational, and mlintenance modifications to the

FM 38TD8-l/8 engine when used as main propulsion power in the 378-
foot WIHC. In general, these improvements are associated with

problem areas being encountered by these engines on the cutters.

The identified problem areas and recommended methods for improve-

ment are listed below. The conversion from the existing turbo- I
charger scavenging-air-system to a series-type system offers the 4

most promise for improved engine performance (Section 5.2).

The following 10 problem areas have been identified for re-

medial action:

Conclusions: Recommendations:

1. Some Engines are not capable 1. Modify the full-power trial
of meeting full-power trial re- directive to affect procedural
quirements without excessive ex- changes in these trials. I
haust temperatures oT reduced
power settings.

2. The existing turbocharger 2. Convert all FM38TD8-!/8 engines
scavenging air-system gives ex- to series turbocharging. This
cess air at low engine torque air systen. is better suited for

* and only adequate air at rated variable speed, variable torque
torque. operation, and will improve fuel

econoimy 2 to 10 percent. Conduct
field tests on an engine, prior
to and after conversion, to fully
document the improved performance.

3. Some engines experience ex- 3. Convert all engines to gasket- I
cessive fuel, lube, water, and less fuel injec..ion nozzles to
manifold leaks which waste eliminate high pressure fuel leaks.
resources and reduce engine Specify "0" rings of viton in
efficiency. areas of water leakage problems.

Up-date manifold joints to pre-
sent production engines with new
or machined parts. Reduce leak-
age and fire hazards by converting 2
to latest priduction wter-cooled
decks above the exhaust manifold
(Section 5.3).

3



L .Throe different piston 4.Convert all engines on an as-1:
styles are in use in the 378 needed basis to the latest PrO-
fleeot-an. unnecessary complica- duction-style piston, which will '
Ui0;: that was aggravated by offer economy 01 operation and~
poor lia-sor- between FM and CG reduced smoke. Improve lissonA
elements. between FIM and CG to assure the

CG is being kept aware of the
latest production components
(Section 5.4).

S. Trend analysis is not al- S. Obtain trend analysis duta,
La~ys properly conducted to (more important tha3n full power
maximize its usefulness in trials) every 200 hours at a set
determining engine condition engine speed and fuel rack s-t-

~~nd~~ 4crcr.n accio in 4  Ptzng with comp-OnsatAC fL_-

ambient conditions (Section 5.6).
It is also recommended that
engine diagnostics be de,.eloped
to assist in engine performanceI
evaluation (Section 5.9).

*6. Engine overhaul schedules 6. Base maintenance on a comn-
and parts replacement proce- promise approach with some com-
dures require review. ponents on a scheduled basis and

other components on an as-needed
basis. Schedule maintenance for

assemblies, flexible drives, and

engine bearings which !ia-'e a
known useful life and experience -

similar wear-rates regardless
of engine speed and load.

7. Long periods of engine idle 7. Reduce engine idle periods to
for warm-up and engine stand-by an absolute minimum- -any warm-ups
are being practiced, a procedure in excess of S minutes can onlyF.
considered to be counter-produc- result in reducing the viscosity
tive and degrading to engine per- of the oil (Section 5.7),
formance.

8. One-engine operation with S. Practice one-engine operation
proper care exercised to when possible since it reduces
eliminate overtorquing is not total fuel consumption and im- 1
being practiced. proves engine performance. The

engine torque is nearer the
optimum fuel economy point with
better brake specific fuel con-
sumption. This also keeps
engine temperatures higher.
reducing the possibility of oil
build-up in the manifolds. How-
ever, it is important that the
governor linkage be properly setI
to assure the engine cannot be
ovcr-torqued (Section 5.10).1

4



9. A methiod of measuring 9. Utilize a calibrated fuel-
engine load that would be rack position indicator for a
more useful in engine reliable measure of engine torque
conditioa monitoring is in light of the past CG experience
requlree, and the complication of shaft

Hp meter (Section 5.8).

10. Some cutters have ex- 10. Minimize catastrophic bearing
perienceu bearing failures, failures by increased use of

engine starting and shut-down
interlocking in the lube oil
circuit and strainers to eliminate
human error. A good spectro-
graphic lube oil analysis program
should indicate normal bearing
wea:r. The importance of crew
training must be emptLasized
(Section 5.11).

_b
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4, APPROACH

4.1 QUESTIONNAIRE ,SURVEY

A questionnaire survey, relating to all main diesel engines in

the 378-foot WHEC 'fleet, was answered by the ships' engineering

officgrs. The responses showed a similarity in problems and poten-

tial solutions from ship to ship. Some of the problems were iso-

lated cases but the major problems occurred throughout the fleet.

The nmost serious problems identified were: (1) engine not capable

of producing full power, (2) exhaust manifold leakage with result-

ant engine room exhaust gas, (3) fuel and lube oil leakage, (4)

liner seal leaks,, (5) oil leakage at the exhaust-deck seals, and

(6) high exhaust temperatures encountered during efforts to obtain

full power. Detailed discussion of problems mentioned above are
included in Appendix A.

4.2 SHIPS VISITS AND INTERVIEWS

The visits to various 378-foot WHEC cutters and interviews with

the responsible engineering personnel generally confirmed the re-
sults of the questionnaire survey. Cutters visited included the

USCGC's DALLAS (716), GALLATIN (721), HAMILTON (715), SHERMAN (720),
RUSH (723), MIDGETT (726), and MUNRO (724). Discussions were also

conducted with various district type-desks. The results of these

interviews are included as part of the major problem areas discussed

in Section 4 and detailed in Appendix A.

The following topics were covered:

1. Cylinder Liner Seals
2. Exhaust Manifold Gaskets and Leaks

3. Exhaust Manifold Flexible Connectors

4. Exhaust Manifold Fires and Gasket Groove Design

5. Fuel Injection Compartment Fuel Leaks

6. Scavenging Air-Piping Leaks

7. Oil Leakage into Engine Cylinders

8. External Oil Leakage at Exhaust Belts

9. Oil Leakage at Front Cover of the Engine

10. Water Leakage at "0" Rings and Gaskets

11. Front Cover Removal Difficulty J,

12. Cylinder Air Start - 12 versus 6 Air Start Valves
6/



C3 Cnkdase.Vacuum Problems

- ,14- -Ltib .-Oil..Pump Level
J5.. .Exhaust Temperatuies Higher than Recommended
,1, P'ston Designs Available.

4. 3' ORIGINALENGINE ACCEPTANCE TEST DATA

'the origanal shop test logs of the engines built for the Coast
Guard 378-fdft WHEC cutters were reviewed (Appendix B) and the

average perfbimaiice data of every engine at each 25 percent incre-

merit Ob' load was tabulated on a different log sheet for ease 6f

comparison (Figures B-3 to B-10). Careful examination will show

the effect of engine air inlet temperature on overall engine per-

formance. For instance, note the wide variation of compressor air

inlet temperature at 100 percent load (Figure B-7). With the

existing style scavenging air system, the 'turbo air inlet tempera-

* ture is, not onlyidependent on ambient temperature but also on work

done by the-engine driven blower.

The 100 percent'load air receiver pressure (Figure B-7) shows

how similar all engines performed at the shop te5t trials. They

all ran between 32 and 34.8 inches of mercury air receiver pressure

at rated load and speed. The average data of all the engines is

plotted on Figures B-13 and B-14 of Appendix B. The rated speed
and load fuel consumption averaged .376 lbs/bhp/hr with a new engine.

This consumption can improve up to 2.5 percent as the engine be-

comes well run-in.

A variable load and speed test was performed on one of the

subject engines, S/N 38D867070-TDGl2. Data is plotted on Figures

B-15, B-16, and B-17, and B-18 of Appendix B. Figure B-18 is quite

useful in determining engine load-speed characteristics for optimum

fuel consumption of the main propulsion diesel engine. If the
engine torque were held at around 75 percent to 80 percent of Yated

torque with the scavenging air system when operating at reduced

speeds, the fuel rack reading would be about 5.5 and the brake

specific fuel consumption (BSFC) would be .360, .364, .368 and .370

lbs/bhp/hr respectively at 500, 600, 700 and 800 engine rpm while

the horsepowers would be 1500, 1850, 2150 and 2900. The 800 rpm

I I7N



point is at 90 percent torque and 6.3 rack. At rated speed and [

* A .,'4i'' - f  
"

.
'

100 percent torque, the rack would read 7,3 with S andbout

.380. RPM, horsepower, and BSFC values are 500 - 1200 - .368, 600 -

1700 - .3675, 700 - 2256 - .368, 800 - 2900 - .370, and 900 - 3600 -

.380 if one follows the torque limiting curve per the engine in'-

struction book (Figure B-19). . comparing these numbers to those K
in the above paragraph, we can see a potential reduction in fuel

consumption (of 2.2 percent at 500 rpm and 1 percent at 600 rpm) -i
as a result of i.:creasing the engine load above the design torque

curve. V

4.4 LABORATORY TEST DATA V
Laboratory tests were run on a 6-cylinder engine with turbo-

blower, series-scavenging system operating along the contract load-

speed specifications of Curve 11188CH (Appendic C). In support

of the GALLA1N conversion to a series scavenging system, data was

obtained with various size nozzle rings and is shown in Appendix D.
These results will be discussed in more detail under Section 5.2

on the turbocharger-series-conversion,

II
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5, 378-POOT WHEC, MAIN DIESEL ENGINES -
PROBLEMS AND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

5.1 FULL-POWER TRIALS

An engine in normal operating condition should have no problems

performing a full power trial. The full-power trials, as presently

required by the Coast Guard on these engines, will always show up

poorly for the engine when power demand is more than engine rating.

Engine operating parameters such as rack readings are better indi-

cators of the horsepower required by the ship's propaller than the

ship's speed, horsepower meter or prop-pitch setting. With the

engine fuel-racks limited.to full power setting and balanced per
tFM instructions, the propeller pitch/speed should be changed to

produce engine rated speed and lead. Engine and loading data

should then be obtained to help determine changes in engine and

propeller efficiency with time.

If the engine performance data is adequate, the percentage

change in propeller horsepower indication is more than likely in

the horsepower meter and/or propeller pitch and ship efficiency.

The horsepower output of the engine is only proportional to

the engine speed while the propeller requirement is the cube of the

speed (Figure 1). In meaningful terms, because of hull fouling

or improper pitch setting, the ship's propeller requires engine

rated power at a I percent reduction in propelier speed (148.5 rpm

versus 150 rpm), and the engine would have to be overfueled more

than 3 percent to return to rated speed of 150 rpm. The actual

engine full torque will then occur at an engine speed of 887 rpm

and at 98.5 percent rated power. To obtain rated speed would

require the engine to put out 3607 shp instead of 3500 shp. It

would bd better to load the engine at rated speed until the full

power fuel-rack setting is reached and then obtain engine performance

data for comparison with prior data.

An alternative to a full power trial would be to run at full

torque at rated speed or rated torque at some lower speed to deter-

mine the condition of the engine and ship propulsion system. This

9
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could be accomplished by:

.1,; Rated,,torque and: speed power trials. Reduce propeller J
pitch to allow engine. to come to rated rpm. Increase pitch until
,full power rack-reading is obtained ('7.5). Proceed with 2 hour
test, run and log all propulsion data as well as engine tempera-

tures, pressures, etc. Compare data with previous test runs to
determine if-any deficiencies exist in the engine or loading system.

2. Rated torque or fuel input at something less than rated
speed. The pitch could always be maintained at a constant setting
(say 1.0) and engine speed increased until the average fuel-rack
reading, remained at 7.0. Proceed with 2 hour test run and log all
engine and propulsion data, provided the manufacturer's limits on
engine operating, parameters are not exceeded.

5.2 SCAVENGING AIR SYSTEM

Turbocharging increases the efficiency of all types of diesel
engines but mal:es them more prone to inefficient performance unless
they are properly operated and maintained. Many of the present
operating complaints are directly or indirectly related to the

existing scavenging air system which gives a fixed mass of air as

a function of engine speed up to approximately 85 percent of rated I§
torque.

This system (GALLATIN excluded) gives more air than needed at
low engine torques and only adequate air at rated torque even if

the total engine system is in good operating condition. This air

system is optimum at 75 to 85 percent of rated torque. The air is

supplied by a roots-type, positive-displacement blower connected
in series with, and up stream of, the turbochargers. Above 85 per-

cent torque the engine operates as a self-sustained, turbocharged,
two-cycle engine. However, the roots-blower continues to take some
power and heats the inlet air to the turbocharger. This heated air

reduces the efficiency of the turbochargers.

Many of the problems associated with the air scavenging system
can be alleviated by conversion to the turbocharger series blower.

II



In, this: arrangement 'the engine scavenging air systfem is converted
to.placethe1;dAscavengi'1gair. .oots-blower after the -turbocharger.

'Minimumiequi'pme nt',hanges reqziredT ,included: (1) new air cooler

u iping from. suppbrts to 'blower, (2) modification of

the.,bloV-r-<,ihner ,bearing -p~late to a1l4ow air discharge directly into
the .eng-ie ir -e'(3) 'bliowet-drive gears, (4') crankcase

ejeOtor 'sysitei;- -and' (S), possible turbocharger nozzle ring 'modifica-

tion. ".This air, system, which-is standard on all new turbocharged

zengi*nes:,: is much-,b.etter, suited for variable-speed, variable-torque

type. 64gine; nperation.. Air flow can be, tailored to the engine

.apliation 'by varying the .turbocharger nozzle-ring size and blower-

drive- -gear' ratio.

The engine brake specific fuel consumption can be reduced from

.2 to 10.percent through the engine speed range of 500 to 900 rpm

;b, changing to the, turbo-blower series scavenging air system. The

pre,-turbine exhaust will generally reach temperatures between 500

and 900*F in the range of 500 to 900 rpm engine speed with a fixed-

pitch propeller, loading.

The-.extra scavenging air available from the conversion to the

turbocharger series blower also reduces the thermal stresses at the

exhaust nw, .- °' joints and increases the over-fueled smoke limit-

ing load of the engine.

5.2.1 Turbo-Blower Series Conversion - parts and costs

The conversion list price is $15,896.75 per engine less Coast

Gaard discount in effect at time of pl'acing the order. Labor for

the convefsion is not included in *-his estimate. In addition to

changing out the parts listed below, work necessary during the con-

version includes cutting two openings in the blower inner bearing
plate And 'inspecting and rebuilding the blower if deemed necessary. [

12 /1
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* PFMpart#
l.,Bowek Drive Gears. 16 401 281

2. Piping Turbo Inlet - 16 60P 398

3. PipihgTurbo Discharge - 16 608 489

4. Gasket Kit - '16 608 4055. Flange - 16 608 224

6. Piping Spacer Kit - 16 608 498
7.. Crankcase Ejector - 16 608 423

The ratio of specified blower gears are 1.385 and should not

require a turbocharger nozzle ring change.

In the above conversion, if the present air check-valve housing
were reused as part of the air piping and the opening blocked off
bymaking flanges and gaskets, the price would be reduced by $798.19.

if the air coolers have excess cooling dapacity, the air header

above the first cooler and the connector between the two headers

would not require replacement, and another $2,913.79 can be
saved for a final cost of $12.381.79. A 5 percent improvement in

fuel consumption could amount to $9000 in a period of 5000 hours
operation at an average load of 2000 horsepower with 35 cents per

gallon fuel cost. The savings would be about .1 cents per horse-
power - hour with a 5 percent improvement in fuel consumption.

If the average 378-foot WHEC uses 1,000,000 gal of fuel per

year and the assumption is made that 70 percent of this fuel is

burned by the main diesel engines, then a 5 percent savings at $.35
per gallon would be $12,250. It would appear that the payback time
for a two-engine conversion would be two to four years, not includ-

ing, the operational and safety benefits accrued from such a con-
version.

5.2.2 Cutter Gallatin Conversion - Experience and Test Results

In 1977 the USCGC GALLATIN (WHEC-721) engines were converted
to turbo-blower series scavenging system via Government Register R
Number 92-930466. The system consisted of new air piping, slower
blower drive gears (1.51:1 ratio), crankcase ejector kit, gasket re
kit, and spacer kit. The engine had 100 gasketless nozzles and the

13
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rotating piston combination (See Section 7.4.) After the turbo-

charger nozzle-rings were changed from 19-to 21 square inches,

operdtional engine dat-a. Wer obtained. These data are shown in

Appendix D as Curves 63 and 64.

Curve 63 shows engine performance between 500 and 900 rpm with

both engines operating. Note the combined exhaust temperatures to

the turbocharger remained between 600*F. and 875°F. throughout the

engine operating speed range. These temperatures are high enough

to prevent accumulation of oil in the exhaust system and low
enough to prevent premature failure of the exhaust manifold gaskets
and flexible connectors.

The initial excess air problems associated with USCGC GALLATIN

conversion have been resolved by going to a 21 square inch nozzle

ring in the turbochargers. however, the real cause seems to be

the blower drive gear ratio used in the conversion kit (same as

used for stationary 720 rpm conversions) and the 10 degree injection

nozzles. The nozzles are being changes to 150, but test data are

not yet available. However, the conversion has performed faultless-

ly to data, other than the high scavenging and firing pressures

observed at rated speed and load. While it is believed that the LI
engine performance could be slightly improved by going to slower

blower-drive gears and a smaller turbocharger nozzle-ring, the data

indicate the engine is performing satisfactorily.

Curve number 64 shows operation of the GALLATIN with one engine I
in the engine speed range of 500 to 720 rpm. The fuel-rack readings

indicate that the same engine torque occurs at 700 to 720 engine

rpm with one engine operation as occurs at 850 rpm with two-engine 11
operation. Here again, it is believed that the performance could

be improved with a slightly slower blower and smaller turbo-

charger nozzle-ring area. 17.

5.2.3 Laboratory Test Data

As previously mentioned, some laboratory tests were run at the r

FM plant on a six cylinder engine with the series conversion and 19

and 21 in. nozzle rings. The results are detailed in Appendix C in

14



<1 curve3 60 through 62.
IT The fuel consumption numbers from a 6-cylinder engine cannot

be used as shown for comparison to the 12 cylinder engine because

the engine loading is not corrected for the water-pump which re-

quires 43 horsepower at 900 rpm. The correction required changes

the .371 BSFC to .362 with the Elliott turbocharger at 900 rpm

engine speed. The interesting aspects of these data are the changes in

exhaust temperature with speed and the change of air-manifold pres-
sure with engine torque and speed. The old-style scavenging system

gave a range of exhaust temperatures from 650 to 960*F. versus 740

to 915*F. for the turbo-blower series arrangement at contract torque

speed-loading. The comparison would be even more startling at

torque per the propeller curve loading.

Propeller curve data run on a lab engine in 1971 with the

turbo-blower series scavenging system and rotating turbocharged

engine pistons is attached in Appendix C as Curve number 66. The

fuel consumption was decreased 2 percent to 8 percent when compared

with the present engine scavenging system with typical propeller-

engine loading. This data is very similar to what should be

expected of the GALLATIN engine conversion with a slightly smaller

scavenging air-blower.

Further laboratory tests to determine the operating parameters

of a turbo-blower series engine at various speeds and torques are

required to develop good performance maps of the engine in marine

services

3.3 FUEL, LUBE OIL, AND WATER AND AIR LEAKS

Leaks waste vital resources and, in the case of air and exhaust

leaks, can affect engine efficiency. The engine must be kept free

of extei'nal leaks to prevent loss of fuel and lubricating oil. Air

and exhaust gas leakage is a form of wastegating energy in the

scavenging system of an engine. This reduces the overall efficiency

of the engine turbocharger and is directly reflected in the engine

fuel consumption. The propulsion plant personnel should always

tif
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check for leaks and make necessary repairs at 'he :fist opportunity.

The engine should not be operated with large scavenging air or ex-

hausf gas leaks except in cases of emergency.

The' engihes have been or are being converted to the newer

style--gasketless inject on nozzles. This conversion will eliminate

nearly all sources of high pressure fuel oil leakage.

Engine availability can be increased 1,y specifying 0-rings of

viton material for areas where water leaks have developed prior

to replacement at overhaul time. However, these rings are about

2-1/2 times more costly than the standard 0-ring material.

Engine efficiency can also be improved by reducing manifold

gas leakage. Manifold joints can be updated to current production

standards by machining or applying new parts. One of the ships

was using two flexitallic exhaust manifold gaskets in each joint

to correct for exhaust manifold flange warpage. This makes it

very difficult to maintain a tight Joint due to the gasket creepage

and loss of joint bolting torque. The loose bolts then allow the

gaskets to leak and burn out. Engine fire hazard will be reduced
by adopting these changes as well as new pistons (Section 5.4)

and can be further improved by incorporating the latest production

water-cooled deck above the exhaust manifolds.

5.4 PISTONS AND INJECTORS-EXISTING AND RECOMMENDED STYLES

Engine power pistons are presently of the rotating style or
the Mexian hat fixed design. The 378-foot WHEC's have been

changing over to the Mexican hat fixed design as the rotating

pistons require replacement. The {UNRO AND MIDGETT engines were
supplied with Mexican hat fixed pistons while all other cutters I
originally had the rotating piston. Generally, the engines with

fixed pistons have had no piston failures, except due to external
causes, while several engines with rotating pistons had one or

more failures. The fixed MeXican hat piston generally produced more

smoke, more port carboning, and more cracked cylinder liners but

experienced less mechanical problems and liner seal leakage problems.
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IWhenchanging to-the fixed style piston, the latest production
version should be adopted in lieu of ihe Mexican-hat style. This

new piston is more durable and will produce less smoke and provide

better fuel consumption than the Mexican hat piston.

All FM opposed piston turbocharged diesel engines use the same
cylinder liner. There are three different pistons available for
the 38TD8-1/8 engine:

1. Rotating piston. The upper and lower pistons have different
cup volumes and must be used in combination of one upper and one
lower piston per cylinder. The piston assembly has a bearing be-
tween the piston and piston carrier to allow the piston to rotate.reely and is retained to the carrier with lock-plates and cap-

- screws.

2. Mexican hat fixed piston. The upper and lower pistons

have the same cup volumes but are different due to fuel slots for
the injection nozzle fuel spray located at the edge of the crown.
They muSt be used in combination of one upper and one lower piston
per cylinder. The piston is fastened to the piston carrier with
four capscrews and is not free to rotate.

3. Turbo-fixed piston (present production piston). The upper
and lower pistons are identical and two of these pistons are used
per cylinder. The piston has a combustion chamber or crown shape
similar to the rotating style pistons. The piston is fastened to

the piston carrier with four capscrews and is not free to rotate.

For this same engine there are two different injection nozzles -:

available:

a. 150 injector. This4njector has a holder with the tip
pointing 15 off the centerline of the injector body. It is in-
tended for usC with all engines not having Mexican hat pistons and

is the only injector recommended for use with the turbo-fixed

piston. This injector can, however, be used successfully with the
other type pistons available for the engine.

b. 10° Injector. This injector has a holder with the tip
pointing 100 off the centerline of the injector body. It is intended

17
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fr -use with tho<eicr hat'-piston and can be used sLIccCssruI yI with the rotatin'g piston;

binat ons are discussed in Appendix E.

It b ecame apparent that some elemen!:s of the Coast Guard were
S not cognizant of the latest production components. In order to

des bftheCoat Gards NvalEngneeingDivsio (6ENE analleviate this situation, direct liaison between the WHE~C type

FM engineering should be established on a semi-annual basis. Th is

will keep ENE aware of'the latest design production changes avail-

able. However, some of the latest changes are listed below, and it F

is recommended that they be incorporated into CC engines as early

possible:

1) exhaust manifold gasket grooves,

2) -air piping packing assembly,

3) exhaust belt seals and gasket grooves,

4) gasketless fuel injectors,

S) exhaust pipe screens to protect turbos,

6) water cooled injection compartment decks.

S.5 MAINTEiNANCE AND OVE!RHAUL r--

Th'e maintenance of the 378-Coot WIIHC engines is fairl- pood7
S considering the high tuinover rate of shipboard mechanics. it was

S noted that a considerable variation existed in cny'inc room morale

frmship to ship. Recurring engine problem dreas can contribute

t o poor morale. If the basic causes of engine problems arc not

rc~ledan engine that requires nearly continuous attention for -7

barely acceptable engine performance may result. Also, if the maiin-

tenance reqt~ircments become overbearing for t-he crow, generail angine

The Coast Guard sends nearly all thicir engine-men through :s -

one-week school held by FMI in Beloit, W~isconsin. Ihis sch:)ol is

F18
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brief but quite informative on the unique features of the opposed
pistofi igine, bothnaturadlly aspirated and turbocharged.

The laiger engine maintenance jobs, including overhauls on
these ships, are usually unaprtaken with the direction of an FM

factory representative and a Coast Guar2 maintenance team.

Scheduled versus As-Needed Maintenance and Overhaul

Service parts replacement and overhaul should be carried out

as necessary and only on an as-needed basis.

To overhaul an engine on an as-needed basis requires excellent
records of power parts replacements and visual and dimensional in-

spections. It does not mean an engine should be run until a break-

down occurs. A complete overhaul should be scheduled when enough
of the engine power parts are approaching their wear limit since

it is more economical to replace all parts rather than only those

in need-of-replacement. This will usually occur when the upper

piston compression rings are worn out. However, depending on the

engine service, the Q.P. engine will require two lower piston ring

changes per upper piston ring change. Lower pistons can be removed

and rerung easily with about 3 man-hours per cylinder labor and re-

quires only new rings and new cotter keys for the connecting rod

bolts. The current Overhaul Directive is attached as Appendix F.

Scheduled maintenance should only be applied to engine com-

ponents that generally have a known useful life and see a similar

wear-rate regardless of engine operating conditions. Some of these

components are damper asseptblies. flexible dri,;es, engine bearings,
etc. Scheduled maintenance on power components will generally only

work well and be economical if the engine operating conditions

remain the same day after day. Scheduled maintenance is costly

a,.d may cause unexpecte, maintenance requirements due to poor re-

pairs. On the other hand, properly performed scheduled maintenance
may alleviate unexpected engine failures. V

The best approach would be scheduled power component inspec-

tions in conjunction with trend analysis (Section 5.6). The upper
compression rings can easily be inspected for wear and bre-akage
through the air-ports at intervals of 2500 hours or less. The
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lower 'piston compression .rings .can ,e inspected through the exhaust
ports any time the exhaust manifolds are removed for re-gasketing

or by droping one or two piston assemblies. Any time a piston

fil assembly is removed, the compression rings should be replaced.

Always note the hours on rings and their condition as an indicator

for when the other lower rings should be replaced.

Liner bore conditions can be determined by visual and feel

inspection through the exhaust ports or when the lower piston is

removed, If an individual upper piston requires replacement of

broken rings. prior to other rings wearing out, it can be removed

down through the liner with available tools and rigging without

removal of the upper crankshaft. Generally, inspections should be

conducted as scheduled and as-needed plus whenever- other engine

work would make inspection convient. Engine components such as air

start valves and injectors should have a scheduled inspection and

be repaired as indicated by these inspections. Injection pump

condition can be determined by visual inspection of one or two
assemblies. Condition of plunger helix barrul port holes, rack and

pinion teeth, and delivery valves should be noted and recorded.

Ir all cases, different assemblies can be inspected at each scheduled

inspection interval. This inspection should include a dimensional
check cf all wearing type components and a record of operating
hours and the dimensions.

As previously stated, good general engine maintenance, such as L
repairing all air, exhaust, and fuel and water leaks as they deve-

lop, will make it much easier to spot internal engine deficiencies.
The engine instrumentation and connection lines must be kept clean

and in good iepair for proper monitoring of engine performance.

5.6 ENGINE TREND ANALYSIS

Engine trend analysis data can be more important than full

power trials as an indicator of engine condition. It reflects

changes in ongine performance with time whereas the full power

trial indicates the system capability as only one time nnnuall),.

The trend analysis is useful for determining engine dete:riora- [-
20



SIn-poi n, Aiprobems. Without good rend

:ecords i.t :becoes . er, .dfic~lt, .t.o .tcontinue performing good

- n q AnrXeAentipetpe maintenance. A well conducted program can

kaep ,engine, in ,top operating condition.

We, recom mended obtaining operating data every 200 hours or

when-ever engine difficul-ties are suspected. It is very important

that data o~r, trend pl'otting be obtained at comparable engine

operating ,cbnditions. Good trend data is obtained each time at the

same engine rpm and, fuel rack reading. In a turbocharged engine,

scavenging pressures and the other engine parameters affected by

scavenging pressure will show a change with speed and torque.

Engine ambient conditions should be taken into considerationi and

plotted along with, propulsion loading data. The engine rpm and

fuel rack setting are the most important baseline references when

obtaining engine data; not ship speed, propeller pitch, water depth,

hull cleanliness, etc.

Tb following should be considered in trend analysis:

1. C7linder Compression and Firing Pressures. These pres-

sures are most helpful in pinpointing a malfunctioning cylinder.

Generally, if other engine operating pressure and temperature in-

dications are normal, it is not worth the effort to check the

firing and compression pressures of every cylinder. Checklii the

firing pressure of one cylinder every 200 hours would be worth-

while to assure that the engine and fuel settings have not changed

the overall engine peak combustion pressures. If the check in-

dicates a change, then other cylinder readings should be taken to

verify the change and appropriate action taken to correct the cause. [
2. atinder Exhaust Temperatures. The exhaust temperatures

are a good guide to the efficiency of the cylinder combustion. -"
(The two-cycle O.P. turbocharged engine exhaust temperatures should

never be balanced by adjusting the fuel racks). The iMicated

temperaLure is a time-average of the real temperature to which the

21
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measuring thermocouple is exposed, and in the case of FM engines,

the cylinder causing the higher tenperature may be actually up-
stream from :thd-onie indicating the largest temperature increase.

It is best to plot the average temperature of each three-cylinder
manifold.;grouping for analysis and log the individual temperatures

on a separate sheet. Individual or group changes in the exhaust

temperatures without a change in other engine parameters point to

faulty fuel injection components. A temperature change in all
cylinders indicates a timing or fuel change to all cylinders.

Always study the temperatures and try to logically explain changes
as indicative of changes in air manifold pressure, load, ambient

temperature, air manifold temperature, or fuel-rack reading. If

only one temperature is greatly different, it may be instrumenta-

tion. A faulty reference temperature for thetpyrometer can also

lead to a change in all the temperatures. Also, a missing number

one compression ring on the lower piston will give an increase in
cylinder-exhaust temperature. It will show up as in increase in

temperature of the cylinder affected and other cylinders in the

same manifold grouping. The average temperature of this group of

cylinders will increase while other groups show little or no change
in average temperature.

3. Crankcase Vacuum. The crankcase vacuum normally remains

stable if the engine 4s in good mechanical _ondition. A signifi-

cant change in crankcase vacuum should be cause for immediate con-

cern and all possible effort made to determine the reason for the
change. A rapid change in crankcase vacuum is usually caused by a

severe engine malfunction, such as a failed or cracked piston,

failed turbocharger bearing and seal, failed blower bearing and

seal, or some reason for improper operation of the ejector system.

Crankcase explosions are nearly always caused by overheated power

parts, such as failed bearings or a severely burned piston.

4. Engine Scavenging Pressures. The engine scavenging pres-

sures should be plotted against operating hours to help monitor - 1 .o

engine conditin.. a two-cy-le ongine, prcssures should be re-

corded before ond after each function that caused a change in A'A

K.
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scavenging system-pressures,. In the turbo-blower series engine

configuration, ,log-and plot:, (a) pressure from the turbocharger,

(b) the. pressure from the blower in the air manifold or pressure
from the cylinders in the exhaust manifold, and (,) the pressure
in the exhaust stack from the turbochargers. The changes in air
manifold pressure should be studied in conjunction with any pres-
sure rise across the turbocharger and scavenging air blower as well
as the pressure drop across the engine cylinders and turbocharger.
If the scavenging air manifold pressure increases, study the pres-
sures to determine the cause (turbo blower series only). Some of

the causes are:

1) a load increase on the engine (check racks);

2) lower air temperature to the blower which increases

the blower air mass capacity (check temperature to

blower);

3) colder ambient temperature which increases the pres-

sure rise across the turbo compressor because of in-

creased efficiency and blower air mass capacity due
to the higher pressure to the blower unit (check

ambient temperature);

4) carboned cylinder ports which increase the pressure
drop between the air manifold and exhaust manifold

(check for carbon);

5) blockage at the turbocharger nozzle ring and turbine
which increases the exhaust manifold pressure to the
turbocharger, usually associated with a larger

temperature drop of the exhaust gases across the

turbocharger (check for blockage);

6) increased turbocharger speed which is usually caused
by a blockage as in S above (This shows up as an in-

crease in air temperature across the compressor.);

,) vxtra exhaust gas energy to the turbocharger in the
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: ... formiof increased-exhaust gas temperatures which can

..be:caused by a change in cranklead, late injection

timin,, dr 'faulty injection-nozzles;

8)' blockage in the exhaust piping f, m the turbocharger

(ci6ek for blockage). A

S. Lube Oil Consumption. Lube oil consumption records provide

data on the engine for comparative purposes with similar engines

and help estimate future lube oil requirements. In an O.P. engine,

oil consumption will increase as the engine power-parts wear to

their condemnable limits. Increased oil consumption can also be

caused by losses through external leakage, the turbocharger, the

scavenging air-blower seals, and filter or strainer cleaning.

6. Fuel Rack and Governor Indication. Generally, fuel pump

deterioration is so slow that any significant increase in fuel-rack

reading should be considered as a change in the engine load or in

engine efficiency. Other indicators will help determine where the

change occurred. If the engine is performing well, it is reason-

able to suspect an overload condition.

7. Pressure Differential Across Lube Oil Strainers and Filters.

If the pressure differential is plotted versus time, it will normally

show a slow, steady, pressure drop. A rapid increase indicates a

failed internal engine component. A bearing or piston failure will

show up in one to three minutes by nearly plugging the strainer
screen creating a subsequent large pressure drop across the strainer.

The engine should be stopped immediately for internal inspection

of the engine. As the lube-oil strainer screen begins to clog from

normal crankcase lube-oil dirt particles, the rate of pressure

drop increases rapidly over several hours, due to plugging of the

smaller screen openings with large particles and subsequent finer

filtration of the lube oil. Smaller particles that would normally

pass through the strainor are suddenly trapped. At each cleaning

of Ehe oil strainer and each filter change, the elements should be
examined for metal particles which may be indicative of metal

from various engine internal components such as a vertical-drive 4

bearing cage or gear-teeth.

24
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8. Engine Water and Lube Oil Temperature and Tempetatie ,

Differential. These should remain within published specifications:.
An increase in-differential teuperature indicates a decrease in flow
or an increase #n hetg!oad. A decrease in flow of the lube oil
can be caused, by.anopen relief valve or a blockage in the circu-
lting system, A decrease in water flow will occur due .to an in-

crease..in the system, pressure drop.

9. .Exhaust Appearance. Exhaust color is a good indicator of
enginecombustion efficiency. Black smoke can be caused by a
sudden speed-load-increase, or overloading, or injection system
deter-ibratioi. Nozzle deterioration-will show up as an increase ir
steady-state black smoke.

10. Instrumentation. Instrumentation must be kept in good
condition, and calibrated. Before trend data is obtained, accuzu-

latedoliquids in.air and exhaust pressure gauge-lines must be blown
clean- Test and calibrate instrumentation if any doubt exists as to
its accuracy.

5.7 ENGINE IDLING

Long periods of engine idle for warm-up or engine stand-by
are not desirable for any engine. Extended idling contributes to
increased Pngine wear, degrades lube oil by fuel dilution and, in

the case of the O.P. engine, contributes to lube oil build-up in
the exhaust manifolds. This subsequently leads to manifold fires
and related safety problems. Any warm-up time beyond five minutes

only results in reducing the viscosity of the lube oil and, there-
fore, oil pressure at rated engine speed. The engine normal opera-
ting tektperatures can generally best be obtained with the engine

operating under loaded conditions. Low speed engine loading can
commence within five minhutes after -engine light-off time.

5.8 ENGINE LOAD METERING

A meaningful ind~cation of engine load will allow operating
the engine to obtain best pe.f omance. In light of the CG's pre-

vious experience and the complication of a sophisticated horse-

power meter, the 378-foot WHEC fleet should adopt a simple calibrated

fuel-rack position indicator. This indicator would give a very

reiiable indication of engine torque. These devices can operate
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drct.y- off the-.engine governor-or from a potentiometer at the

fuel-pump qontrol rack.

5,9. oENEINH'EDIAGNOS'iCS ""

'Availabb ginb dagn6)stics presently require highly techni-

cal personnel to obitain useful information. Such instrumentation

must be SiPlified into useful hardware for the average engine-

man. Go-od diagnostics equipment, if and when available, would

help in determining engine performance deterioration. A competent

engine-man with knowledge of the particular engine type can sense

and anticipate engine service requirements. However, a simple and

easy way to interpret a diugnostic instrument that keeps the engine-

man involved and assists him in detecting engine malfunctions would

be most useful.

5.10 ONE ENGINE-ONE SHAFT OPERATION AND PART LOAD-SPEED OPERATION

The use of one engine in place of two, when possible, offers

very important economies of operation, safety, and improved engine

performance. Two engines should be run only when needed for speed

and safety. Engine fuel consumption and performance can be im-

proved at reduced engine speeds by keeping the engine torque near

the optimum fuel consumption point. Fuel rack position versus

engine speed information can readily be compared to the engine per-

formance map to obtain maximum economy with the variable pitch

propeller.

However, in one engine operation, care must be taken not to

over-torque the engine. Proper adjustment of the torque limiting

aspect of the engine governor is required when operating with one

engine or continuous overtorqueing of the engine could result. One-

engine operation is usually in the range of 460 to 770 engine rpm.

On one ship visited, fuel injection pump rack readings were allowed

to go to 7 and higher anywhere in this speed range. These rack

readings certainly indicated that the torque-limiter portion of

Uhe Svf-ovfi was not working or that the fuel linkage was improper-

ly adjusted. If the governor and linkage is per PIM Instruction

book, Section L, the fuel rack will be limited to 55 percant torque
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at 450 rpW and .lowed-o' tdncrease' 1 percent each 10 rpm up to
900 rpm. 1.Thks fset-vup gives power and.orque, curves per Curve

893CH on, i'agJeFB8; of,:the'-instruction book.. Sucb a correct set-up

will give;smaxidmumengine break-mean-effective pressures of 70 at

450 rpm;,.9 ,at .60.,1 Ipm,' 108 at.750 rmp, and 127.3 and 900 rpm, or

fuel rack readings :of 551, 5.7, .6.3 and 6.9 respectively. It is

important that the governor linkage be set-up to assure proper

action of the torque limiting feature built into the governor. If

this is not the case, the engine can be severely overloaded at low

engine pm. The engine turbocharger is aot matched to the engine
for high RTpques at low speeds. The torque curve of the engine

allows adequate margin for good acceleration when the propeller is

matched to the engine at 900 rpm, 100 percent torque. With the

torque limiter working properly, there should be no problems with

black smoke due to overload. However, there may be many cases

where the-engine Mill not pick-up speed when operating as a single

unit, plus it will take longer to go from 450 to 900 rpm engine

speed. This pertorquing at low speed cannot be tolerated by a

turbo-charged igine in the manner which a naturally-aspirated unit

can. The naturally aspirated unit, theoretically, has the same air

available per cycle at all engine speeds. Whereas, in a turbo-

chargcf ekgine, the cylinder air capacity will double as the air

pressure approaches 1S psig due to increases in air manifold pres-

sure, 'thus'&al l6wing the engine to produce twice as much torque by

burning more fuel per cycle. It can be shown that, even though the

engine tor4ue curve is as explained above, the particular engine,

with a full size scavenging air blower, should suffer no operation-

al probilemis', including smoke,' up to about 85 psi bmep or 67 percent

torque at any engine speed. And, in fact, since some charging is

obtained from the turbocharger at all speeds, 78.5 percent torque

or 100bmbep'iay be a reasonable limit. However. the envine should!

never be allowed to operate above 80 percent torque below 700 rpm. [2]

For an 'enghfn with the s-eties blower, a review of data from the
USCGC GALLATIN engine tet in Appendix D shows a torque increase

throughout the speed rango with one shaft operation. It is

estimated that the full-l'ad fuel rack-setting would have been
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reached at 700 to 750 engine rpm. If the governor torque limiting

is set up properly the fuel racks will reach rack 6 at about 725

engine rpm. If the governor torque limiting is inoperative, the

engine can be overtorqued at 725 rpm. Also, every time a speed

increase is called for, the engine will be overloaded until the

new speed setting stabilizes. The overfueling will also produce

a dark exhaust color until adequate air #low is developed by the

turbocharger or the fuel racks return to their normal steady-

state setting.

Since the turbo-blower series engine requires less fuel for

full load, it is advisable to reduce the setting of the torque

limiting governor to limit maximum fuel to no more that rack 7 as

shown in the instruction booklet. With the turbo-blower'series

engine, the blower size is reduced by about 30 percent in capa-

city and acts as the second stage in the scavenging air supply.

At low speeds and loads, the air flow will be approximately 25

to 30 percent less than with the older style scavenging system.

This helps accomplish the desired results at lower engine loads.

The USCGC GALLATIN test results give a minimum preo-turbine

temperature of 5900 F at 500 rpm with a fuel rack reading of 2.0

(less than 25 percent torque). At 50 percent torque, around

650 rpm, the exhaust temperatures were up to 7500F.

When operating under part load and speed conditions, the pro-

peller law requires that the engine power requirement decrease

rapidly as engine speed is reduced. With the present engines, the

air flow remains proportional to engine speed up to ab %ut 8S

percent torque. This type operation leads to lube oil fouling of

the exhaust system at a low engine torque. Low engine torques

allow the exhaust gas temperature to drop below the flash tempera-

ture of lube oil, and the lube oil builds up in the exhaust system.

The Coast Guard issued a letter in 1969 which directs periodic

increases in engine load for a period of about 30 minutes per each

twelve hours of operation. The letter recommends fu11 pitch at

low engine speeds to accomplish the desired results. This state- t
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5.11 BEARING FAILURES

Since premature bearing failures were reported by some of the
cutters interviewed, all action possible should be taken to minimize
this occurrence. As some of the failures were attributed to human
error, training of personnel is most important. Again the use of
the FM school is encouraged. Also, additir-al valve interlocking
and warning lights could be provided in the eil flow circuit.
Further, gradual degradation of the aluminum bearings should be
apparent in a well run lube oil spectrographic analysis program.

5.12 OTHER PROBLEM AREAS

Other problem areas such as leakage, serviceability, exhaust

manifold gaskets and seals are covered in more detail in Appendix
A.

At least one cutter reported problems with injection pump
tappet rollers. Some of these parts were made of defective material.
This problem has been resolved by improving the material quality
and should correct itself as these parts are replaced. However,

this is a highly stressed component in nearly all diesel engi.nes
and failure can also b.3 caused by dirt or high injection pressures.
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U. S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION CONTRACT NO. DOT-TSC-905

Modificati6n No. 5

FM 38TD8-l/8 Performance and Smoke Improvement

378''High Endurance utters (WHEC's)

Monthly Progress Report - February & March 1977

Visited four U.S. Coast Guard High Endurance Cutters (378 class) as part of
Contract DOT-TSC-905, Modification number 5.

USCGC Dallas (WHEC 716) Mr. Dennis Purvis
USCGC Gallatin (WHEC 721) Mr. Mike Goodwin
USCGC Hamilton (WHEC 715) Mr. Frank Tintera
USCGC Sherman (WHEC 720) Mr. Paul Hagstrom

The USCG Cutters Dallas and Gallatin were visited with the District Engineering
Officier, Lt. F.L. Ames, while the cutters Hamilton and Sherman were visited
with Mr. Bob Walter of the Department of Transportation.

The main propulsion engines in the 378' WHEC are Fairbanks Morse turbocharged
twelve cylinder oprosed piston Model 38TD8-1/8 units rated 3627 BHP at 900 RPM.
The engines are connected by clutch to a variable pitch propeller thru a 6:1
reduction gear.

The engines were manufactured by Fairbanks Morse between the time frame of 1964
and 1970. The engines scavenging system is blower-turbo-intercooled for part
load operation and turbo-intercooler for full load operation. An air inlet
check valve arrangement located at the turbocharger air inlet allows some air
to flow directly from the engine air supply to the turbocharger air inlet at
full load. The air inlet check valve around the blower opens when the exhaust
energy to the turbocharger is sufficient for the turbocharger air compressor to
demand more air flow than the engine driven blower capacity. The engine blower
capacity is sufficient for 75 to 90% rated torque. The air inlet check valve
is designed to open in this torqu-' range and allow more air to flow directly to
the tub-jcharger air inlet.

These engines as built by Fiarbanks Morse included the following major power
components. '

-12 cylinder blower - 34 inches long.
-blower drive ratio - 2:013:1
-turbochargers - Elliott H-56, 18 sq. in. nozzle rinq.
-cylinder liners - turbo-diesel.
-piston - rotating design WHFC 715-723

- fixed design (Mexican Hat) WHEC 724-726
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-Compression rings - barrel faced -:16704845'
-oil rings - standard production (2 per piston)
-injection cams - .468 inchet liftv
-Injection pumos - 5/8 inch., E. helix
-injection nozzles - 150 pintle - WHEC 715-723

- 100 pintle - WIIEC 724-726
-exhaut gas screens - changed to production cone designi
-water keep warm - 1100 to 1400F.

Some of the problem areas reviewed during these visits with personnel of the
Cu'tters are listed aad elaborated on below. Also included in this text is
input from the Main Diesel Engine Questionnaire Survey of all 378' Cutzers and
a review of FM files on oerv Repair work and Service Parts records of thesubject engines.

1. Cylinder liner to jacket seal leakage at the exhaust port end.
Nearly all engines have had liner seal leaks, one engine has had 31
liners replaced due to seal leakage. Several cutters now demand
liners be risealed with high temperature O-ring3.

2: Exhaust manifold gaskets leak liquids and exhaust gases. Exhaust
manifold joints warp and come loose along with deterioration of the
flexitallic gaskets. The copper gasket installed at the turbocharger
four pipe flange last about one year. The initial proposal by FM
for using a metal spacer at this :joint was to allow t,- four -- aust
passages to be sealed by flexitallic gaskets 1,702533 in conjunction
with copper flange spacer 16107551. The capscrews for the joint*, ere
changed from grade 2 to grade 5 and torqued 60 to 55 ft-lbs. If the
copper spacer is oxidizin,: due to temperature a nild steel spacer per
drawing 16107551 could be used in place of the copper material. The - K
main function of the spacer is the carry the joints mechanical load-
ing and give a definite installed compression to the flegitallic
gaskets.

The exhaust gas leaks cannot be tolerated by the engine ,ince this
energy is then lost to the turbocharger. It is felt that the major-
ity of the engine room smoke is coming from vapor fumes off the
external hot surfaces. If the manifold joints loosen they will leak
at start-up and r)ntinue to leak during operation. The leakage is
generally most visible during start-up since the exhust may have a
white color following engine start-up. Thi exhaust leakage must not
be allowed to continue except under emeroency conditions, since this
i.s a method of waste gating turbocharger energy. The more the leak-
age the higher the exhaust temperatures will become at 'oads above
75% torque and $,he more difficult will be the e&hiust marif,'ld seal-
ing problem. The resultant higher exhaust manifold temperatures will
lead to further warpage of the manifold joints and relaxing of tha
joint fasteners.
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_. flur -o .......... ,,. ,,,,olu; fleuie connectors is generally assoc-
lated with:misalignment or extremely high exhaust manifold tempera-
tures. The-flexiblebellows connectors al have an internal bellows
guide which-limits the axial movement within an -acceptable range.Manifold~extension pipes must fit at assembly without being forced to
bring on centerline or rotated to line bolt holes. The pipes are

assembled with a tension in the EL.lows to give optimum flexible
'Connector load at operating temperature. High exhaust temperatureswil-I lead to premature failure of the bellows due to thp haotter

enviyohnent and excessive thermal expansion of the exhaust manifoldcoponents.

Exhaust manifold associated fires are caused by liquid leakage from
the exhaust piping joints and engine leakage from areas above the
exhaust manifold. Most fires occur at the front of the engine where
leakage from the front cover drips onto the hot heat shields and
manifold. It seems t:iat leakage from the front of the engine war-
rants further investigation by FM. If leakage cannot be eliminated
in this area it appecrs that a low cost leakage collector system
i:ould be applied to the front of the engine.

A1s mentioned in Item 3, exhaust manifold leakage must be kept to a
minimum for good engine performance. Engine operational procedures
tlelp control the excessive oil in the system at engine start-ups but
cil continues to accumulate in the exhaust system during engine warm-
up and light load operation. This oil then leaks thru the manifold
joints causing engine room smoke and a fire hazard when the engine
load is increased. Use of the latest design exhaust manifold gasket
gr)ove dimensions and surface finishes will reduce leakage from these
joints provided joint distoration does not take place due to oper-
ation with high exhaust gas temperatures. The latest production
9 -oove design allows the joints to pull up metal to metal, the flex-
g:Iallic gasket compression is then 15 to 25% of its thickness.
E;tcess joint loading is taken by the metal to metal contact of the
'langes. With the old designed groove the gasket takes the entire
jcnt loading which eventually leads to gasket collapse and complete
less of gaskt flexibility. These gaskets have a maximum safe oper-
ating temperature. The production gasket drawing specifies 1100 F
operating temperature and the type ',17 stainless steel used in the
gasket manufacture is rated at MbOOOF maximum.

5. Injection compartment fuel leakage is reported as a fire hazard when
fuel sprays from the injection compartment, leaks thru the water
jumper opening in the cylinder block or if the injection compartment
lower deck becomes extremely hot from the high exhaust manifold
t~n.peratures ,und exhaeast wraiiffid iedkage. injection compartment
l,,kage is generally from,

a. Injection pump
b. Injection nozzle
c. Drain line breakage and injection tube
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Injectionpump leakage along the fuel racks is qenerally an indi-
cation-of failure of the lapped surface between the pump body and
barrel or excessive plunger to barrel clearance. Other possible
leakage areas, would be the fuel header to pump body-gasket and
discharge valve cage gasket. Gienerally it requires a new gasket to "
repair leakage at these areas.

The' inJection nozzle'leaklage-can occur at the fuel inlet fitting
giisket or needle stop gasket and generally requires a new gasket to ;il
repair leakage In, these areas. Best results at the needle stop
gasket isobtained by assembling with freshly annealed gasket. After
dipping all internal parts in clean fuel oil snug assemble by hand,
then torque in one sweeping motion to 45 to 50 ft-lbs. After this
initial torquing, if the sleeve is disturbed it will generally
result in gasket failure. Also, if either of these copper gaskets;
leak during engine operatin, leakage will generally worsen if you
try to tighten it.

Injection tube leakage is either due to insufficient tightness of
the fittings or at the nozzle end a crack in the ferrule sleeve and
requires replacing the sleeve or installing a new injection tube to
repair- same. Two wrenches should be used, one at'the nozzle fitting
and one on the tube nut, when tightening the fuel line or the fuel
inlet fitting gasket may be damaged.

Leakage due to failed fuel drain lines is usually causedby over-
tightening the drain line fittings. At least one vessellreported
stripping the threads on the brass banjo fitting for the drain line.
The fitting should only require good snugging for proper seal.

Another possible area of fuel leakage is the thread on the nozzle
opening pressure adjustment screw. This can be eliminated by using.
a thread sealant between the adjustment screw and spring sleeve when
servicing the nozzle assembly.

At least one of the cutters has converted to the latest production
gasketless nozzle assembly. Service kit P/N 16609071 includes noz-
zles, collars, injection tubing and drain lines for one cylinder,
figure 1. This assembly has no gaskets exposed to high pressure
fuel no external pressure adjustment screw and virtually eliminates
high pressure fuel leakage.

The latest production engine incorporates a water cooled barrier
"below the injection compartment deck. This barrier is integral with
the water passages from the exhaust belts into the cylinder liner.
This design also seals the cylinder block opening where the water
Jumper passes thru the injection compartment deck. Laboratory test
recorded up to a maximomx of 200OF lower injection compartment deck
temperatures with the water cooled heat shielding. Catalog number
2115, figure 2. This feature is available for field retrofit and
offers reduction in fire hazards.
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,sc nctargui- sJ,.Jp joints-in
.... , s2Ii5e redei'tfed for orodu tion nailetnf'4tn.$ , .t44un I" ! gu.re !

3,P,, .,r n.. s of. new par~t~iqutea are' 'show.n' Yh'Isnew design is
b ' ng U" .sP .g s operating w ih ar rbox pressures
up o '25 PSIG, and can be easi-y field retrofitted.

7.,,, Oi. Ieage.tnto'the cilinders is.reported occurring on ,some engines
during s t4 don"i .and idleoperation. "Itis suggested that oil is
still leaking past the upper pistons due to failure to bar the engine
over.o hal:f ,hour after shut,.down, or excessive oil is. entering this
cyl'i ndr during the initial thirty minutes after shut down. Other
areas. Whre oi:l .can-enter the,engine during shut down and slow idle
include liner to cylitder block seals due to deterioration or damage
during installation and the injection pump tappet housing to upper
.crankcase, fit, Just.below the -camshaft. Earlier engines relied on a
• metal.,.to-,metal fit to seal lube oil-into the crankcase and air into
the air receiver at the point where the tappet housing passes thru
the crankcase.

A production' change was ,made In May .of 1968 to include an o-ring seal
at this interface. In fact the WHEC 724-726 may. have these particu-
lar seals. Oil leakage at this point would show up as an oil washing
ofitheotappet housing inside the engine air receiver. This seal can
be added to earlier engines by machining tte groove in the tappet
housing and breaking the sharp edge of the cylinder block to allow
assembly without shearing the o-ring. The' seal application is de-
picted on figure 4 and the groove details are shown on figure 5.

It was noted that at least one of the engines visited had only two
oil rings assembled to the upper'pistons. To slow the accumulation of
oil in the exhaust system during idle warm-up and light load oper-
ation it is recommended that the third oil ring groove be fitted with "1
a 1610119 oil drain ring.

8. Lube oil leakage at the exhaust belts to cylinder block fit is be-
coming a problem again. The accepted solution for earlier engines
was to add two drilled hold down capscrews with oil shields to allow
this le,.kage to be pulled back into the engine crankcase before it -I
reached a depth where it would overflow its built in dam. It shows up
as o'il coming from off the'block deck below the exhaust manifold and
running down between the lower crankcase doors and accumulating on
the block mounting rails. Figures 6, 7, .and 8 show the hardware and
modification. Laboratory experience with this modification shows
that eventually these capscrews become clogged with dirt .and must be
removed to clean the oil drain hole and the dirt accumulated in the
cylinder block deck capscrew hole.

The leakage is due to a humping tendency of the exhaust beit with
temperature causing a gap to develop between the block and the ex-
haust belt on the centerline of the engine. This gap is then im-
pinged v7Ith high velocity lube being thrown from the craiikshaft
bearings. The result is sufficient oil pressure to cause oil to leak
outward across the horizontal gap.
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Pr.duction enges have,an o-ring installed at this Joint. Again
Sm'"R~c 4". This--o-ing _4in'b6 added to 444e4 engines

~a oho-~i'tI-ing ,goove, in the lower face 6f 'the exhaust
belt. The c-ring ts the same as usid on the lower liner to belt

-sga- hi is supplied with all n Acylin dr liner kits.

The exhlaust belt to cylinder block o-ring groove dimensions are .102
to .110inches over4' depth with 9.51 I.D. and 9.86 O.D. This seal

appl icati i depicted-oi figuijre'9, catalo -4018.8.

This would be-the proper time to also modify 'Ehe exhaust belt to
ranifold gasket groove to the depth of the present production en-
gines. Groovedepth .100 to .105 inches with 4.32 I.D. and 4.78
O.D.

The liner;to exhaust belt seal furnished with new liner kits should" be used in all. turboc~rgd engines. The only precaution needed is.

tomake certain the leading edge of the exhaust belt fit is aduate- L
ly broken to prevent shearing of the o-ring at assembly. Later
exhaust belts incorporate a 30 degree lead in at this fit. This
chamfer could be added when making above modifications to the ex-
hauit. belts.

9. Leakage at the front of the engine is from various capscrews, covers
and areas where shafts pass thru the cylinder block and front cover.
One consistent leak is the seal at the end of the fuel control shaft.
A new seal (P/N 16106089) will fix this leak. To prevent further
deterioration of this seal a metal heat shield should be attached to
the cover capscrews to prevent direct manifold heat radiation to the
fuel control shaft and seal. Most of the front end oil leaks can be
repaired with sealant and careful application of covers.

10. Water leaks besides the liner seals mentioned earlier include adapter
copper gaskets, adapter o-rings and exhaust belt triangular gaskets.

Generally adapter copper gaskets leaks will be eliminated if the in-
struction book is followed. It is important that the threads and
gasket surfaces are properly cleaned and free of nicks and pits.
The copper gasket must be annealed, properly centered on the adapter
and held in place with grease, beveled side towards the adapter. V
Invert the adapter to be sure the gasket stays in place. Use adap-
ter installation tools and snug with a hand wrench. Again as with
the injection nozzle try to torque the adapter with one sweeping
motion. The copper actually flows and work hardens during the
torqueing action.

Premature failure of the adapter o-rings generally indicate ex- 14
cessive cooling water temperatures. In certain engine applications
there has been some deterioration problems with the inner o-rings
used on the Indicater valve adapter. A high temperature o-ring is
available for this seal at a cost premium of 0bout 100%. The ring is
made of viton material, P/N 16704654 and replaces o-ring 16701279.
Viton for the other adapters o-ring would be P/N 16704650 replacing
P/N 16701278 and P/N 16704651 replacing P/N 16701280.
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Since these engines have been built the cylinder liner adapter
mterial-has been chanOed from cold rolled steel to.a stainless,,

mny~n nas
b~etjtste m3fctArts) Utdro~tfthe'opi ly-:ske~n Wtiqc(hening.

~A~'f '-tvicetdep rt towh a'~idptr rerd' :

SThez.triingulav gasket useditoi seal the-water ii, perstn; ithe exhaust
-0-~beltt,hai 'causW-4 maileaktsn the~oastrl* A new gasket design re-

leased in 1994 has ,e'.lmiriated,,this.pr~blem, Thd .newgasket is
d4iretly interchangeble with the older part and carried the same

* .* .part,4,nuober 161Q2122., Figures l0 and 11Ifshow the inew 'gasket and 2
£1pstructionsifor pv-opeymappl-lcallion~of:~this gasket..

T ngOne rki 'cover.,and exhaust pipjng design is, a, very commnon
*gi~e,,ser.lc~h4icomp)jni;. he, front cover cannot be: vremoved from

e'engine-wlth6t removing te turbcgr exhaust,-gas. ote
piping. The only other possible way to remove this cover is with
the* upper crnsat, is also di fficult to ramove. the upper

chn&#'tfi6jhutf tikingthe front cover_~ wit'*. "In ekitfir
. 1* 4 I. SVV3W6SIUII VI' ieegre Q tO

~I.ye~tI~ ,per -crankshaf.

1Decause of iWiedesitgn it is difficult to chang2 the engine overspeed
setting, replace or-tighten the timing chifn, balance the timing

.-Itseius k i.4tedig of the turbo blower series air piping
cmnrdsg-hanges cudrelb'cate the exhaust piping to give

12. qat wmino clleeahecrrkancbea.e

1. At least one ship wanted to know why these engines had 12 cylinder
air start valves instead of 6 used on sitAtionary applications.
The-engine was reported to start much easier with only 6 Valves 1
plus require less-starting air. One ship has converted to six
air-start valves and~some are adding extra air compressor cap-
acity.;: The twelve valves are used on all Marine engines as a
standard production item by Fairbanks Morse. The extra valves
assure that even with one valve mulfunctioning there wuuld be no
position at which the engine could stop Where the air would not
bar It~ over for starting. This extra starting reliability is quite

iortant for marine engines. The six valves are adequate to start
Ithe engine provided the Coast Guard. Cutters 'can tolerate a possible
si'tuation where-the engine may not bar over on command. Since these
engines are not reversible it may seem to be desirable to block off
six of these valves. Every other valve in the firing sequence of
the engine would be made inoperative by blocking the air start
distributor openings and disconnecting the air start valve pilot
lfie, cylinde6 liner dummiy plugs are available from FM. However,
losof starting reliability under all maneuvering conditions would
result and'only the Coast Guard can evaluate the risks versus theR
return.
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13. 'Loss of crapkcase. vacuum- i s general ly an indication of- a af, iti0n in thengJi. The malfuntion shuld be located and
c6reted.othei than a cracked piston the .loss of vacuum will
generally be associated with engine, scavenging air pressure leaking
into the engine crankcase. These leaks can occur at the turbo- 112
charger, and blower seals or between the air receiver and upper
crankcase deck. The other'possible source would be down thru the
exhaust:belt alcng the cylinder liner fit.

The leaks at the air receiver or exhaust belt'would be due to liner
to block seal deterioration or damage at assembly. Again some of
the earlier engines did not have a seal between the injection pump
talipet housing and the cylinder block or the cylinders liner and the
exhaust belt. These parts cai be modified to allow application of
the production seals. I *
With the advent of higher air supercharging pressures in the O.P.
engine it became necessary to rework the crankcase ejector system to
assure adequate crankcase ejector capacity. The change includes
removing all restrictions from the in flow passages to the ejectorand reopttmizing the ejector nozzle configurati!n- Tha lxvnr -f! -

passages included openig the 1-1/4 inch cored hole in the ejector
body to 1-3/4 inches and using gaskets with holes of at least 1-1/2
inch diameter. The new ejector nozzle has a smaller hole and extends
further into the ejector body. Figures 12 and 13 show the ejector
body modification and the new nozzle. These parts are autoiatically
furnished by the service department if new parts arE ordered. Part
numbers remain the same.

The new ejector does not eliminate the need for preventive main-
tenance towards keeping the crankcase leakage at normal levels for JA
a given engine. Anytime there is a reduction In crankcase vacuum an
investigation to locate the cause must be made and corrective
action taken.

14. The Coast Guard lowered the oil sump levels per M recommendation.
This change reduced the oil consumption to alout one half of that
experienced prior to the change. The change was made by marking the
level stick as a funtion of normal ship rake and a certain level of
oil at the center of the oil pan.

There was some concern as to whether the. lower lube oil level could
in any way be related to the bearing failures due to loss of oil to
the pump suction at engine start-up or in rough sea operation. It
doe not seem that this mld be th c , hoae ver, a recording of
the engine lube oil pump discharge pressure along with engine rpm
during typical rough sea operation may be desireable.

Bearing failures on the Hamilton and Sherman were due to running the
engine with a ruptured strainer on the Ramilton and with no lube oil
on the Sherman.
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15. A cc ton complaint was that the engines would not er,m up to s=d

or " tey , only with excessively high exhaust temperatures.
Temperatures in the 1100 to 1200°F were mentioned as extremes and

I ' ' -". , 1. ' ": , I ' . t ;

-4 1-., .TbMethigh ,exhaust twpraitures aredue to either ehgine ;overload or
-,engine performance-deterioratton,. . The-overload will'always be in-

diratedby. the:fue rack position which should..follow the- curve of
Figure:14-,for .an. engine ih good operting condition. Since these

• -.-are-itur!xxohargedrengines. and. the. turbochargers are matched -for the
mxiim-powe, iand speed'point (36V7 BP 9 900 rIPM) full.oad rack
reaeing should;,only '"ccur at .9OW.RPH. If. the. propellem pitch has

-been increased.at low .engine speeds, to keep- the exhaust temperatures
,aboveik6QQF ,the pitch must be :decreased to normal setting before

running higher engine speeds. As. stated earller, qenerally-the
engine blower will put out sufficient air for 75 to 90% torque at
any engine speed. The highest exhaust temperatures will occur at
the speed and load where the air inlet check valve is just ready to
open.

Engine performance deterioration can include many items, such as,engine settings,-fuel injection pumps, Injection nozzles, turbo-

chargers, air coolers, air leaks, exhaust leaks, pistons, piston
rings as well as characteristics of the fuel used in the engine,

To provide greater reliability, cooler operation, longer life and
reduced fire hazard the turbo blower series scavenging system may be
desirable. This scavenging system increases the amount of excess
air available to-the engine at the higher loads. "sides making
the deterioration margin larger the rate of deterioration is reduced
because of the cooler normal operating temperatures. The exhaust
system remains tight much longer, and the power parts generally have
a lower rate of normal wear.

16. These engines have pistons of both the rotating type and Mexican
Hat type. Vessel WHEC 715 thru 723 were built with rotating pistons
while WHEC 724 thru 726 were furnished with the Mexican Hat fixed
type pistons. It seems that most of the cutters are changing from
the rotating piston to the Mexican hat piston. The change is being
made piecemeal (one cylinder at a time) and by sets.

The latest production piston is of fixed version having a combustion
chamber configuration similar to the rotating pistons. The upper and
lower piston and insert are identical. The latest production piston
has proven to be much more Jurable than either of the earlier pistons..
The newer piston has excellent internal oil cooling surfaces, giving
low ring temperature and longer ring life.

It is recommended that all new pistons be of the new style when
changing pistons either by cylinder or set change out. Figure 15, cat-
alog no. 5.6, shows the parts needed to install the latest style
production pistons.
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The new piston requires that the injection nozzle assemblies have 15
degrees holders. This is-the angle of the spray'tip relative to
the ,centerlineof t6--holder. The late#t engines in the fleet were
built,-wthnozzles. having 10 degrie holders. The orinal nozzle
asembly intirnal parts were 'the same for the 10 and 15 nozzles. The
.10 degree holder-is P/N 16201441 while the 15 degree holder is P/N
1620005" -Sice some of the cutters are changing to the gasketless
,nozzle the fleet should have available extra 15 degree nozzle hold-
-,ers as well as assembly comonents. The 10 degree holders should
not-be uied with the new style fixed piston assemblies. These new
style,-pistons are the correct' parts for engine conversion to the
turb blower series scavenging systems.

[A
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FU El INJECTION
NOZZLE ASSEMBLY

FOR FAIRBANKS MORSE
OPPOSED PISTON ENGINES

* Nozzle assemblies available for
dviesel, turbo diesel, dual fuel and
tu~rbo dual fuel.

" Elimination of 3 gaskets as high
pressure seals.

*Replaceable on most engines
In the field.

* Factory warranty on every
replacement padf.

0 Precision manufactured parts Insure
engine operating economy.

* Designed and built by skilled
experts who buIR your engine
originally.

FIGURE.
A-13 f Th80.9 IN"
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A The new gasketless nozzle uses high pres-
JIW-'sure metal to metal sealing surfaces with

matching faces, precision ground and
000 lapped. This method offers the ultimate in

a leak proof seal and withstands extremely
high pressure when properly torqlued.NEW tg-prssure seals, have been eliminated

prfioni nthsne ein This practically elimi-
nate any possibility of leakage of fuel.
This new nozzle unit is completely replace-
able on most engines In the field and offers
fewer parts, direct fuel flow, less mainte-
nance and increased tip life car, be ex-
pecteql. When replacing nozzle tipi In theIfield no special tools are required.
Your periodic nozzle maintenance schiedule

Metal can also be lengthened because these
highly machined surfaces offer fewermain-

metal fuel than copper gaskets. By replacing (ourtteacprbmsisainhghresr
rq present nozzles you are assured of a lorgere Al pi eriod of consistent fuel delivery to allI-surfac~s, cylinders. You get imp roved engine op"a.

wit-stndtion through correc tequanti'ty to eath
high cylinder on every pumping stroke.
pressure 1

High~ ~ ~ ~~~~Hg prpm tA acoywarMt n vr
2G~4Oi*~tpt ryu

a IV _.Z1% _= (o cy'nder

Prne2n ~ Dt ,. p~ls'ts&itt C~g ihu oie.Wki~)IjU~,V
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L_''

13 6 3 a1 0... .. . . 9 No. 468.10 0549I/

4018.10 Rev, TO Marine

NO. Mi4AMOFPA"! NIUSRus

I. Cylinder Liner -Service Kit (Pc. 1-9) ..... 16 S07 672 1
2 RING, Lilor tolaock ........... . . 16 102 902 2
3 KING, Oil Seal . *....... 16 106 469 1
4, RIKG; Exhausti8elt Seal. .. ... .. ...... 16 101 .262 1
S STUD,'Asse*1ry, Water Connection (Pc. 5-7) . . 16 104 860 5
6 THREADSEAL ; ........ .... . .. 16 106 518 6
7 NUT,..Water .Connectfon Stud ..... ........... 81 328 591 6a NUT, Water Connection Stud .. .. .. .. . .. 81 344 094 3/8-16 6

S ASHER, Vater-Connection Stud . ......... 16 101 325 S10 Exhaust.elt - Assembly (Pc. 10-15) 1....... 1605 431 1
BELT -'Not fdrn. sep .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 1 702 306 1

11 INSERT, Manifold Capscrew .. ......... 16 701 263 4
'12 LOCKRINQ,'Ansert .................... 16 701 265 413 I)OWEL,'Exhaust $it .. .. .. .. .. . .. 16 101 320 4
14 RING, Oil Sealt. .• .. .. .. . . .. .. 16 106 469 1

is RING, Exhaust Stt Sea) Ring Support 16.... 16 102 412 1
17 CAPSCREW, Exhaust Belt ............. 91 121 349 1/2-13xl-3/4 6
17 LOCKWASHER,-Exhaust Belt Capscrew ........ 16 101 324 6
s, WASHER. Exhaust Belt Capscrew ............. 81 309 830 4
19 CAPSCREW. Cylinder Liner to Block ....... ... 91 125 658 4
20 LOCKPLATE, Cylinder Liner to Rlock Capscrew , 16 107 826 4

Per Cylinder

6

*13 ,II

J J
12118 11 "

CYLIHDER LIOER

FIGURE 9
1176 ALWAYS GIVE ENGINI, SERIAL NUMBER /",:
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- - -. GASKET APPLICATION

"Exhiust -Belt Water By-Pass Fitting

Do not use the gasketwith a 90'0 angle cross section, use only the latest gasket
with flat-;ro~s ietion'. The new and old gaskets carry the sawe part number,
namely 16102122.

Apply the new gasket as follows:

.1. Clean-all gasket surfaces free of dirt, scale and oil.

2. Coat gasket are of the-exhaust belt with "Goodyear* Pliobond'20 industrial
adhesive or equivalent. Apply light coat with brush.

Firmly apply gasket to adhesive before it dries.
4;# Clean all threads. Chase threads on belt studs with a 5/8-1l die nut.

5. Apply new -0"-ring to gland nut.

6. Lubricate the *00-ring seat by applying a light coating of grease to the hole
in the water by-pass fitting.

7. Lubricate the stud to not threads and mt bearing area with volycote or
equivalent.

8. Torque nuts with Meat thields under the nut hMad,, 30 to 35 ft.-lbs.

A-24,
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i " :€., ti 4.- s i -P- e Z

,a a~~s No. S,6-Pat* 2 ~R U'i q

2 UpprPistoo - Cepett *... Of.. . ~ O3011
.2 PISTO. uppr ...... . . . . . . . ... . if40102
, Pistn lIsert Asseebly - (p. 3. I S£ 17) I. L.t 139* it1

17' 10IN,11s UvfI serte~ 360I8$
47 -USIN Ptst Insert . . . . . .. . * . 3e 35 2-4. R.TA|IIN . ...... b IO 9
S SPID , o Retainer ............... 1[ 141 W
C PF, PIst ... .... 16 ZO0 274 1

SUSNIUB, Piston PN. . . . . . . .. . . . . . I 701 767 1
I. RING, Cimp-essie ................. 167046 45 3 L4
S ING, Oil Scraper ......... . 16 300 217 1

11 RING, Oi Dral ......... 16 10 191 2
12 RING, 011 Scraper xp;ndr ..... 14101 102 1
13 _OLTi Rex .. ........... 16 704 740* 4
14 ALOCKPLATE . ........... .... . 001401Z.02.10* a

* Ni. Ufad per Pisten

*Upper & lower piston assy. the
sa except for oil ring combi-
nation. Parts needed for up-date

/ t3 to fixed piston of latest style.

6

ANIA
17 16

_14/ 9

S,12C -

122

OIL RINGS COMB,,

Groove Lower Uper

Inner' 16 300 217 16 300 217/16 101 192
Middle 16 101 191 16 101 191
Outer 16 101 191

UPPER PISTON
or Lower

FIGURE 15

ALWAY3 GIVE EHGIHN SERIAL NUIfl(LR
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U.S. Department of Transportation Contract No. DOT-TSC-905
Modification No. 5

FN 38TD8-1/8 Perfo.-nce and Smoke Irovemeit

378' High Endurance Cutters (WHEC's) I .17

Monthly Progress Report - January 7, 1977

ifi

The shop test logs from fourteen of the subject enjines were reviewed and the
average performance data of each engine was tabulated on shop test logs. All
data is at 900 rpm and was tabulated for each 25% increment of rating, including
110% load. The 100% load log sheet includes engine settings, such as turbocharger
nozzle ring area, cranklead and injection timing.

The average data of these engines is plotted versus brake mean effective pressure
and attached as Curve No. 56, sheets I and 2. The break noted in the data lines
of the exhaust temperatures and scavenging air pressures is typical of the 38TD/-118
hiving the scavenging air blower working ahead of the turbocharger compressor. If
you examine the scavenging air temperature to the turbocharger inlet, you will note
the decrease in temperature with increased bmep. This temperature is a function
of the ambient air temperature and the work of the scavenging air blower. The air
temperature from the compressor has a break in its curve at the point where the
scavenging air check valve opens. This valve opens when the displacement of the
scavenging air blower is less than the engine requires, dictated by the energy to
the; turbocharger and the overall efficiency of the turbocharger. Above this point .1
the engine scavenges without the aid of the scavenging a'r blower.

Engine serial no. 38D867070 was run through the speed range of 300 to 900 rpm at
each 100 rpm increment during the shop test. These data are plotted as Curve No. 
57, sheets 1 through 3. The data is plotted versus rpm and as constant torque
lines.

Air manifold pressure in inches o, mercury as a function of load and speed are
shotm on Curve No. 11205CHz

The average preturbo exhaust temperature in degrees Fahrenheit as a function of

engine load and speed is shown on Curve No. 11207CH.

The engine brake specific fuel consumption obtained during shop test as a function
of toltal engine horsepower and speed is shown on Curve No. 11204CH.

The engine fuel rack position as a function of engine total horsepower output at
various engine speeds is shown on Figure 1 dated January 6, 1977. Lines of con-
stant torque and fuel consumption are also plotted on Figure 1.
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PCRFOC'A2CE CUAVC - WAABLE W&A 130%o

ENIGINIE 12.Cyl. Turbo . LIIIER Turbo-3ir.eV'. FUEL. 02-Sho~p.. 0 '

SWRAL NO. 211086707040062-' .O IST 4 11. 400 333 & ;34 (Rot.) P1310ii . <>*75 ( 25%
* BOAR"OKESIflf x 10 AD 141' AC 25S" . AROlM.ETER' ?9.00 (a11g.)

CO.PRESSIWI RATIO 11-1:1 COE 117*. ;~C 2430 AIR IAIFOLD TEMP.
TURBOCHARGER Elliot FVELI CAN Production EN~GINE SPEEIVar-rpm
NOZZLE RING AREA 18 sq. inch 14E'.TION P.C. 1.6* 8.*DCLC LOG NO. 6-12 (Prod.)
OIFFUSFR HEIGHT .740 Inch GAS VALVE CAN X/A DATE RUN 9-21.67.
FUEL NOZZLE 16 704 903 GAS VALVE OPEN H/A DIESEL X DUAL FUEL
CRANKLEAD 1814 LL

9000 -r~ .. ... 34-100'
:-ii~It :nn:I:.::

SOOi 1200

j...... J M_ _ I'.. Ii

...... 'J if2 I jj2 i.L .

Soo .... 20 i

...' ... .. I:. .

500

.. .. .. ..

nint
DRA~~~~~l~ ...... ....... C.VE HO .5 ....

DAE . . ........ S..EE. .0LLi



.*. .. . .~PEP.VOP."ACE CURVE - ARIABLE LOAA-

ERGoNi 12 Cyf*. Turko * LIIIER Turbo.Oiesel FUEL 02 Shop

SERIAL #;0. 330867070.TDG12." PISTOI 16 400 333 & 334 (Rot.) ANBIENT itEND.. ?5'

BORE/STROKE 8-118 x 10 AU 1410 AC L5' BAROM4TER' p9.0 (Avg.)
CONPRESSIO11 RATIO 11.101 EQ 117'. EC 243* AIR MANIFOLD TEND. *

TUROOCRARGER Elliot FJJEL CRM Production ENGINE SPEE Varrp

NOZZLE RING AREA 18 sq. Inch INIJECTION P.C. 1.6* BIDCIC LOG NO. 6-12 (Proa.)
*DIFFUSER M:IGHIT .740 Inch GAS VALVE CMN N/A DATE RUN1 9-21-67

FUEL NOZZLE 16 704 908 GkzA VALVE OPEN H/A DIESEL X DUAL FUEL
CRANKLEAD 18A'L

10 .... 1600

.. . .. .... ..

'000

N: P
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U. S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION CONTRACT NO. DOT-TSC-905

Modification. No: 5

FM 38TD8-l/8 Performance and Smoke Improvement

378' High Endurance Cutters (WHEC's)

Monthly Progress Report - April 1977

Tests were run using a 6 cylinder laboratory engine to determine expected perform-
ance and engine operating parameters with the latest production engine scavenging
air system ard power-components. Variable speed torque loading was per the initial
contract specifications shown on FM curve 11188 CH. Power output was one-half that
shown, since tests were run with a 6 cylinder engine.

These data were obtained with 70°F air to the turbocharger compressor inlet and
120 to 125*F air to the engine driven scavenging air blower. The turbocharger was
a unit built by Alco instead of Elliott Co., except with the 19 square inch nozzle
ring. The data on curve no. 62 with an Alco and Elliott turbocharger shows the
difference between the turbochargers is insignificant.

The engine had the latest production turbocharged pistons. The scavenging airblower capacity was 1.23 times the engine displacement volume. The 12 cylinder

engine with a 34 inch long blower and 1.51:1 gear ratio, as used for field conver-
sion to the new scavenging air system, gives a ratio of 1.26 times the engine
displacement volume. This blower capacity is about 3.6% more than used on produc-
tion 12 cylindGr engines with the 27 inch long blower and 1.835:1 blower drive gear h

ratio.

The fuel injection pumps for these tests were turbocharged dual tuel type. The
pumping characteristic of this pump is the same as the diesel fteled engine injec-
tion pump, except for the rack reading. The adjusted rack reading for a dieselpump is shown as a dashed line on the attached curves.

Curve no. 60 shows the above described engine performance with a 17 and 18 square
inch nozzle ring with engine loading per curve 11188 CH. Engine performance is
very good with the 18 square inch nozzle ring, giving a .368 to .378 brake specific
fuel consumption throughout the speed range of 450 to 900 rpm with a maximum pre-
turbine exhaust temperature of 920°F. The F/A ratio is very go%'d and remains in
the range of .024 to .026 pounds of fuel per pound of air throughout the operating
range.

Curve no. 61 shows the engine performance at maximum rated speed operating between
75% and 110% rat-ed torque. The engine performance is considered very good with
the 1d square inch nozzle ring and gives firing pressures of about 1210 psig at
rated speed and torque with an injection timing of high cam 36-3/4 degrees after
inner dead center of the lower piston.

C-3
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Curve no, 62 shows the engine performance using a 19 square inch nozzle ring in
two different turbochargers. These data show little change from the 18 square
inch nozzle ring and are considered accaptable. The fuel consumption is :lightly
better with a small increase in smoke and exhaust temperatures. "he brake specific
air consumption remains above 13.9 lbs/bhp-hr. and is considered good. -,

The smoke readings obtained during these laboratory tests are higher than what
would be expected. Partly because a 12 cylinder engine generally has a little
less smoke and secondly because the injection nozzles were in a deteriorated con-
dition when these data were obtained. Later, engine operation with new injection
nozzle tios gave about a 30% reduction in Bosch smoke units.

For 378' Coast Guard Cutter engine conversions to turbo blower sc s scavenging
air system, the best all around engine performance should be obta I with a 19
square inch nozzle ring. This takes into consideration that the engines are gener-
ally not run at 900 rpm Pv1 can have air inlet temperatures well below 70*F. The
19 square inch nozzle ring will give adequate air at reduced engine speeds and with
turbo air inlet temperatures up to 900F.
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P.Fo m CUIM V AIAIKi LOAD
* IESEL COlFlrjU;ATIr~i

IIGImE t;est 6 .IMER 16 302 239/IF~ 302 233 PJEL '!Sfito

SE$RIAL4. ;:;9~i193 PISTON 16 401 902 WSENT TEMP. 1372*F

*WA/SrROKE iI-1/8 X 10 AO 141* At. z55 * uAMiER 29.42

CUNPESSION RATID 11:1 E0117* EC.4 AIR WAIFLD TOO. 1019

7UW~(qAc)70FJL CM Production MNE SPE -r-n

* .IIGZL A& 1 s~In. 1 3 14  INECTION P.C. 6.25* DIDCLC LOG NO. 2606 & 2610

MIMJSER MEIGNY .690 inch CRMKLE ISOLL DATE Rmm Ziil-77 £ 2-2847

Ml. NOZZL Gasketless KI. EWI. VOL. RATIO 1.23:1 OU~SEL ~ GM.FE

17 sq. Int. nozzle rinq 16 sq. in. nozzle ring Iw

filll I I ! ; 1
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PEFCOd'ACE CURVE -VARIAI L0An.
IESEL Cuj:1FIC0CAT1I:

ENGINE 'test 6 LINER 1. 302 239/16302 233 FUEL Shon

SERIAL NO. J81193 PISTON 16 401 902 AJWI1EXT TEMP. 68-7Z*f

SORE/STROXE 8-1/8 x 10 AO 1410 AC 255* 8.'S.RETER 29.21

COMRESSION PATIO 11:1 EO 1170 EC 243* AIR KANAFOLI) TEMP. 163-165-F

TURBOC4ARGE .'co 120 D FEL CAM Production ENGINE SPEED' 900rm

NOZZLE RING AREA 17 sq.in./ 18 ... MJNECTI0N P.C. 6.25' DADCLC LOG NO. 2610

DIFFUSER HEICNT .6920 Inch CRAHKJEAD MI'LL DAIE MU 2/28/77

PJEI. NOMI Gske;Iess 85L. EKIG. VOL. RATIO 1.23:1 DIESEL is DUAL FUEL

.: LIt' 1 , llU m 2.
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PERFORMANCE CURVE -VARIABLE LOAD.
jIESEL crIGUAI9N -

ENGINE :cst I. LINER 16 3012 2Z.9/16 3.)2 233 FUEL ,2 Shoo
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TURBOCHARGER ,Uco 720/Elliot 11-56 FVEL CAMl Production ENGINE SPEED Var.rpm

*NOZZLE RING AREA 19 sq. Irch INJECTION P.C. 6.25' FIDCLC LOG NO. 2611

DIFFUSER HEIGHT .590 inch/.740 Inch DATE RUN 3/2/77
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BENEFITS OF TURBO-BLOWER SERIES ARRANGEMENT

1. Increase Horsepower 10% with improved piston life

ard ring wear.

2. Exhaust smoke and exhaust temperature are reduced.

3. On diesel operation the Turbo-Blower Series Arrange-

ment system provides 20% more air at all loads.

4. Cylinder Liner temperature is lowered due to excess

air.

5. The ai- inlet check valve above turbocharger and

associated p-ping has been removed thereby simpli-

fying maintenance.

These benefits are available for existing engines when

the conversion kits described in this brochure are

applied.
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SLOWER_________ COOLERY ~ j

AIR A *TURBO

ENGINE

1962-1972

A -BLOWER -TURBO -INTERCOOLER -
FOR PART LOAD

8B- TURBO - INTERCOOLER -FOR
FULL LOAD

AIR
INLET

COOLER
AIR

INLET

ENGINE

* 1972

TURBO - INTERCOOLER B LOWER

Figure 1C1
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DESCRIPTION Of ,fHE

/ TURBO-BLOWER SERIES SCAVENGING SYSTEM

The turbo-blower series arrangement is an improved scav-

enging system just developed. See Fig. 1. The turbo

blower system draws air into the turbo-compressor where

it is compressed and discharged through a cooler to the

engine dri',en roots type blower. This second stage

blower, operating at a low pressure ratio, discharges

the air directly into the engine air box. From here it

flows through the cylinder intake ports. After the com- 4

bustion cycle it passes out the exhaust ports through

the exhaust driven turbine and finally out the stack.

The turbo-blower series arrangement substantially im-

proves performance of Model 38TD8-1/8 (Turbocharged

Diesel) and the Model 38TDD8-,/8 (Turbocharged Dual Fuel)

engines. Power is increased by 10%. Exhaust smoke, ex-

haust temperature and wear are all reduced. On diesel

the turbo-blower series arrangement system provides 20%

more air for all operating conditions and lowers the

engine exhaust temperature, piston temperature, and liner

temperature. This provides longer engine life and de-

creased wear. The mechanical driven air blower also

provides excellent response to sudden load changes.

C-15
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THE NEW DESIGN OFFERS

SIMPLER PIPING AND LESS MAINTENANCE

UUPPER
CRANK-
SHAFT S

I OT -NEW

INVEW POT DAWNmco

Ftgure 2.

In the original design the larger engine driven roots

type blower was used as a first staqe compressor. Air
j was discharged from It into the turbo-compressor. This

roots blower was needed for starting and for Dart load
operation. At full load this blower was by-passed by

an automatic valve to save fuel. The original design
awas basically a blower-turbo series for' st.r't a'~d .

single stage turbo-system for full load. Because of

this parallel system with extra piping and valving in-

volved, the manifold was quite bulky and complicated.

The turbo blower system requires less piping and heas

simplified controls.

C-16
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A NEW 3CAVERGING SYSTEM

The new turbo-blower series arrangement substantially

improves performance of the Fairbanks Morse 8-1/8" bore

opposed piston engine. Power is now increased by 10%

with the potential of another 10% next year. Specific

fuel consumption, exhaust smoke, exhaust temperature and

wear are all reduced. This is accomplished through a

significantly improved air scavenging system.

Figure 1, compares the improved scavenging system to the

original system. The new system drars air into the turbo-

compressor where it is compressed and discharged through

a cooler to the engine driven roots type blower. This

second stage blow'er, operating at a low prPssure ratio,

discharges the air directly into the engine air box. From

here it flows through the cylinder intake ports. After

the combustion cycle it passes out the exhaust ports

through the exhaust driven turbine and finally out the

stack.

In the original design a larger engine dvrive:n blower was

required as the first stage. The compressed ar Was then

discharged into the turbo-compressor. This bloi-er was

needed for starting and for part load operation, At fi;il

load this blower was by-passed by an automatic valve to

save fuel.

C-17
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7

DEVELOPMENT PAYS OFF

Figure 3, shows that the familiar OP engine silhouette

remains nearly intact. Clearly the switch to the im-

proved scavenging system hds appreciably simplified the

.front end piping without repositionin-g any bf the major

erigine compnents. Thc .number of parts for the air

scavenging system has been reduced 50%, which will im-

prove serviceability and reliability. Prior to release

for production, the new system was thoroughly evaluated

from a durability and performance standpoint. Three

test engines, two sixes and a twelve, were used for this

program, and many thousands of hours were accumulated.

-- C|19
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ENGINE DRIVEN BLOWER :SIN~GLE AIR DUCT

TWO SINGLE PASS AIR COOLERS

...oilCHARGERS

NEWv TURBO-BLOWER< SERIES ENGINE

ENG!NE DRIVEN BLOWER AIR DUCTSj
TWO SINGLE PASS AIR COOLERS

Ale\

Figure ~ ORIGINAL MODEL
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SMOKE REDUCTION

The improved 8-1/8 O-P will be offered in both the

diesel and the dual fuel version. The performance is

improved by the additional scavenging air. The exhaust

temperature is reduced and the cylinder firing pressure

has been kept under 1350 psi at the 140 bmep rating.

The fuel economy is improved as shown in Figure 6.

Probably the most important improvement is the signifi-

cant reduction of smoke and erission level. This is

important due to increasing awareness and concern of the

- general public for reducing environmental pollution.

Dual fuel and diesel engines, properly applied, are the

least polluting and least obnc-:ious power source.

The smoke for the gas operation is not visible and for

the diesel version, it is barely visible and certainly

less tnan 10% opacity. This is well below the limit of

many state and federal regulations.

Because of the very clean and lean combustion the exhaust

emission leve" is reduced by 30% over previous designs.

C-21
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APPENDIX D

RESULTS OF TESTS ON CUTTER GALLATIN AFTER

TURBO-BLOWER SERIES CONVERSION
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GAILLATIN - WHEC 721
PERFORMANCE CURVE - VARIABLE LOAD

Two Main Diesel Engines - Balanced
o2 11DE LINER
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SORE/STROKE 3-1/8 x 10 AD 141- 'AC i55- BAWYETER 30.28

COMPRESSION RATIO 11:1 ED 117* EC 243' AIR MANIFOLD TEMP. 130-140*F

TURBOCHARGER Filiot H-56 FpEL CAM Production ENGINE SPEED Var rpm

NOZZLE RING AREA 21 sq. inches INJECTION P.C. 2' BIDCLC LOG NO,

DIFFUSER HEIGHT .740 inch GAS VALVE CAN None DATE RON 5-23-77

FUEL NOZZLE 16 705 664 GAS VALVE OPEN None DIESEL CONFIGURATION
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GALLATIN - WIEC 721
PERFORMANCE CURVE - VARIABLE LOAD

One Engine Operating/tine Propeller frce-Wheieling

ENIGINE I~Ain Diesels LINER 16 302 289 FUEL -2'ISERIAL NO. 35U868007/380e6805 PISTON : 16 400 333 & 334 AMISIEUT TEMP. EV.3F

BORE/STROKE 8-1/8 x 10 AD 1410 AC 2556 OAR0O4ETER 3O.2 lii.ha.
COMPRESSION RATIO 11.001 EO 1170 EC Z430 AIR KANiFOLD TEKP. 130-140'F

*TURBOCHARGER Elliott H-56 FJJEL CAN Production ENGINE SPEED* Varrpa

*.NOZZLE RING AREA 21 sq. Inches IN.JECTION P.C. 2" BWDCLC LOG NO. --
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APPENDIX E

PISTON, LINER, AND INJECTOR VARIABILITY
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U.S.C.G.C. 378' WIIEC
MAIN DIESEL ENGINE PISTONS

The Coast Guard is changing from the rotating piston design to fixed pistons on
the subject cutters. Fairbanks Morse recommends that the latest production fixed
piston be used. (P/N 16401902 Piston, 16608129 Piston Insert, 16704740 Capscrews
and 0014012.02.10 Lockplates) All other piston assembly components are the same
for all turbocharged engine pistons. A complete list of parts for the piston
assemblies is shown on parts list Catalog No. 5.6.

This new piston is used in new turbo blower series scavenged engines and is the
piston recommended by Fairbanks Morse for turbo blower series conversion kits.
The following precautions should be adhered to when installing the subject piston
assembly:

I. Always install as a cylinder set to maintain the correct compression ratio.

2. Only install in a new cylinder liner or a liner that has operated with the
rotating style piston. Cylinder liner wear at inner travel of the piston
ring with the Mexican Hat fixed piston will lead to ring breakage if the
new piston is installed in such a used liner.

3. The injection nozzles should have the 15 degree angle holder. The 15
degree old style nozzle holder would be P/N 16200805, all other parts are
the same as the 10 degree old style nozzle.

Gasketless 15 Degree Nozzle -

Nozzle Kit, Consisting of 4 Items; 16609071
1 - Injection Nozzle Assembly 16705667
I - Injection Tube Assembly 16204287
1 - Nut - Injection Tube 92004341
1 - Sleeve - Injection Tube 92004353
1 - Collar - Nozzle Hold Down 16108370

The 10 degree gasketless nozzle can be converted to 15 degree with the
following parts:

1 - Injection Nozzle Holder 03730100
1 - Injection Tube Assembly 16204287
1 - Nut - Injection Tube 92004341
1 - Sleeve - Injection Tube 92004353
1 - Ipjection Nozzle Tip 16102147

The 15 degree injection nozzles will work nearly equally well with any
of the piston combinations available for the turbocharged 8-1/8 engine.
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16 608 300 P38OUTD8-1/8
16 608 301 Catalog No. 5.6 -Page 1

k PICE .PART *NUMBER

NO. NAME Of PART NUM§ER SE

I Lower Pist - Complete.................6 608 3001
1 PISTON, Lower ..... 16 401 902 1
3 Piston Insert - Assembly (PC. 3. 16 117) ..... 16 608 129 1

16 BUSHING, Piston Insert .. .... ............ 16 300 358 2
17 PIN, Bushing Lock. ..... .............. 16 101 188 2

64 RETAINER, Oil. ...... ............... 16 101 189 1
5 SPRING, Oil Retainer .. .... ............. 16 101 190 1
6 PIN, Piston .. .......... ........... 16 200 274 1
7 BUSHING, Piston Pin. ..... ............. 16 701 767 1
8 RING, Compression. ..... .............. 16 704 845 3
9 RING. Oil Scraper. .................. 16 300 217 1

10 RING, Oil Drain. ................... 16 101 191 1
13 BOLT, Hex .. .......... ............ 16 704 740 4
14 LOCKPLATE. .... .............. ...... 0014012.02.10 4

* No. Used per Piston

.See Page 2 for Upper Piston
NOTE: No Oil Drain Ring used in Piston Skirt End Groove.

k 8

16

e1

6

LOWER PISTON

ALWAYS GIVE E'NGINE SLRIAL NUMMI.

E-3
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P3800T08-1/8
Catalog No. 5.6 -Page 2 e ia J O 1 f

PIEPAR NUMBER
NO. NAMI. OF PART PAMBER USED

2 Upper Piston - Complete. .. .............. 16 608 301 1
2 PISTON, Upper.....................16 401 902 1

3 Piston Insert Asseby-(c ,1 7 16 608 129 1
16 BUSHING, Piston Insert .. .. .............. 16 300 358 2
17 PIN, Bushing Lock. .. ............ ..... 16 101 188 2
4 RETAINER, Oil .................... 16 101 189 1
5 SPRING, Oil Retainer..................16 101 190 1
6 PIN, Piston .. ....... .............. 16 200 274 1
7 BUSHING, Piston Pin. .. ............ .... 16 701 767 1
8 RING, Compression. .. ............ ..... 16 704 845 3
9 RING, Oil Scraper. .. ............ ..... 16 300 217 1

11 RING, Oil Drain ........ ............ 16 101 191 2
12 RING, Oil Scraper Expander .. .. ............ 16 101 192 1
13 BOLT, Hex .. ....... ............... 16 704 740 4
14 LOCKPLATE .. ....... ............... 0014012.02.10 4

*No. Used per Piston

7V

5 6

<54 / /17 16

~ .~'~9

UPPER PISTON

ALWAYS GIVE ENGINE SERIAL NUMBER
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U.S.C.G.C. (378') MAIN ENGINE PISTONS

The engine build pistons were of rotating type for the 378' cutters, except for
the cutters Munro, Jarvis and Midgett which were built with the Mexican Hat style
fixed pistons.

A. Rotating Piston

The rotating piston does not have a heat dam above the compression ring belt
and uses a 3/8 inch thick crown with a rotating bearing between the connecting
rod insert and the piston. The insert and piston are retained to one another
by plates bolted to the insert which run in a radial piston groove. A 1/32
inch clearance in the groove above the lock plates allows for rotating bearing
wear and piston length change relative to expansion of the insert and piston
crown support struts. If these dimensions get out of tolerance due to wear
or temperature expansion, the lock plates start carrying the firing loads. This
result causes rapid fretting wear of the rotating bearing and possible complete
destruction of the piston.

The rotating piston has a high ring belt. The top ring is 13/16 inch from the
crown edge. It allows for minimum mechanical loading of the cylinder liner by
exposing a minimum area of the liner to firing pressures. Because of its con-
struction it also runs quite hot and causes the liner to run hotter than
necessary, which can lead to thermal loading in the liner.

The rinr life is marginal with the rotating piston at 900 rpm engine ratings and
yet quiet acceptable at the 720 rpm rating.

B. Mexican Hat Fixed Pistons

The Mexican Hat piston was released for the turbocharged diesel engine in par-
ticular because of marine engine problems with the rotating piston. This
piston was only used in diesel engines. It greatly improved ring wear with some
increase in engine smoke. It also eliminated the rotating piston bearing.

This piston has a heat dam above the top compression ring and a crown thickness
of 5/16 inch. It runs cooler both on the piston crown and at the top ring than
the rotating piston.

The top ring is located 1-1/2 inches from the crown edge and since this piston
has a larger cup volume, it has 0.1 inch less minimum clearance. This allows
1.275 inches more liner bore length to be exposed to combustion gases than with
the rotating piston combination.

The upper and lower pistons are not interchangeable for either the rotating com-
bination or the Mexican Hat combination.

E-5
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* The Mexican Hat piston results in extra blow back into the air receiver because
of the low ring belt and requires more frequent cleaning of the air ports and
air box to prevent possible air box fires.

C. Fixed Piston - Turbo Blower Series

The new piston was released for production along with the turbo blower series
scavenging system, diesel and dual fuel version, with a 10% rating increase
from 127.3 bmep to 140 psi, bmep. This piston along with the scavenging system
gave lower ring wear at the higher rating than obtained with the earlier engine.
The top ring is located at 1-3/16 inches from the crown top edge and incorporates
a heat dam design. The crown is 5/16 inch thick and has under crown oil cooled
support fins. This piston is being successfully laboratory endurance tested at
a continuous rating of 148.5 psi, bmep and 350 hp/cylinder at 900 rpm.

The piston rings and crown run very cool, particularly with the turbo blower
series scavenging air system. These pistons have a crown shape similar to the
rotating piston and were designed to use the same piston for either upper or
lower position.

The upper and lower piston assembly components are the same including the piston,
insert, capscrews and lock plates.

Piston P/N 16401902
Insert P/N 16608129
Capscrew P/N 16704740 4/Piston
Lock Plates P/N 0014012.02.10 4/Piston

The only precaution one must adhere to when using these new pistons in the injec-
tion nozzles must have 15 degree angle holders. That is, either 16200805 holders
for the old style nozzle of 16705667 for the gasketless nozzle assemblies. To
my knowledge all the cutters, except the three mentioned earlier, have the 15
degree holders. All engines out of Governors Island have been or are being
converted to gasketless nozzles.

* Fairbanks Morse strongly recommends that all further pistons purchased for turbo
engines on the 378s be the new style and engines with a few Mexican Hat pistons
have them removed and given to ships with all Mexican Hat pistons.

D. Enclosures on the New Style Piston Relative to the Older Style Pistons

1. Sales pitch on the Improved Piston Cooling and Ring Wear. This data was
developed by marketing people in conjunction with management for sales
purposes of the newly rated engine.

2. Piston 16401902 (new style) temperatures are shown on curves developed
10/27/73 at 720 and 900 rpm (E-2). Note the iow temperatures at the #1
piston ring area; less than 300°F at loads up to 170 psi, bmep. The 720
rpm temperatures generally run higher than the 900 rpm ratings due to the
reduced flow of cooling oil to the piston. The air-fuel ratio is nearly
constant while the temperature versus time exposure of the piston combustion
surface is nearly identical for both speeds. The center of the piston temp-
erature is well below the acceptable limit of 8000F.
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Thesp temperatures are with turbo blower series scavenging system.
3. The enclosures E-3 and 1-5 show the.temperatures of the rotating and Mexican

Hat pistons with the older style scavenging system. One can readily see
the improvement of the Mexican Hat piston relative to the rotating pistonin the ring belt area. The Mexican Hat piston temperatures are about 300'Fat a point below the top ring, while the rotating piston temperatures werebetween 400 and 450OF below the ring and very hot directly above the ring,
750 to 8900F. The heat flow through the top ring to the cylinder liner isconsidered to be a good share of the piston ring cooling with the rotatingdesign. Note the relationship of the top ring to the top of the crownsfor these two piston designs.

4. The enclosure E-4 shows the new piston and cylinder liner temperatures atimportant locations while operating at 900 rpm with turbo blower series airsystem. These low temperatures give very good operating results for castiron rings against chrome.

5. Enclosure E-5 shows piston and liner temperatures of the rotating piston anddiesel liner at 720 rpm with the new turbo blower series scavenging airsystem. Note, while these temperatures are much lower than obtained withthe old scavenging air system (piston E-3, January 1967), they are stillvery high compared to the new piston with turbo blower series scavenging
(E-4). The liner temperatures at the exhaust ports are between 300 and 400'Fwhile the piston-environment at the top ring is between 400 and 600°F. Thering definitely depends on the liner wall for cooling to an acceptable oper-
ating temperature.

The high liner temperature will lead directly to liner seal failure with theslightest malfunction as broken top piston ring or momentary loss of jacket
water circulation.

E-7
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IMPROVED PISTON COOLING AND RING WEAR

A new and cooler piston design has been developed as shown

in Figure 4.

This piston, equally suitable for both diesel and dual fuel engines,

has significantly lowered the crown and top ring groove tempera-

tures. This improved cooling contributes to longer piston and
J

piston ring life. This improvement is the result of a modifica-

tion of the unaorcrown cocktail shaker design above the top ring,

and a new piston crown with proven combustion characteristics.

This new piston is suitable for both upper and lower cylinders,

and replaces four older designs in the system.

I

Enclosure E-l.
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New Piston -Diesel Dual Fuel Engines

wOld Piston-Dual Fuel Engines

NEW PISTON
DESIGN

REPLACES

TURBO DUAL TURBO DUAL TURBO DIESEL TURBO DIESEL
FUEL LOWER FUEL UPPERLOE PU

PISTONPITNPS04PTO

FIGURE 4 ECOUEEl
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RINGS AND LINERShThe wear if the piston ring and liner has.been reduced by a factor
-1 of 2 to 3 times, as a result of thousands of hours of laboratory

testing to select the best combination. The combination selected

for production is shown in Figure 5. The life of the cast iron

piston is further improved due to the better cooling, explained

earlier. The top compression ring is crowned, high strength cast

iron and ferrox filled. Excellent oil control is obtained with an

oil ring combination consisting of a conformable two piece scraper

seal ring in the inner groove and a single edge ventilated scraper

in the second groove. A steel expander is used with the seal ring

on the "upper pistons only.

A the new rating, the lower piston top ring wear, which is the most

servere one due to he exhaust porting, will be less than .004"

per 1000 hours. This provides a ring life of over 10,000 hours

for normal operation.

The cast i'on liner, with the proven strong back design, has a

new chrome finish to improve the liner wear. It is a chrome fin-

ish with a mechanically produced oil retaining surface pattern

supplied by the Chromium Corporation of America. The laboratory

testing indicates that the liner life shoula be increased by a

factor of 2 over the old design, and that replating should not. be

required before 20,000 hours for normal operation.

Enclosure E-1.
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LOWER PISTrN
O Top Ring Wear, L.adial

1000 hrs. ~~c
t Ferrox Filled

. 008

4.004

Old New

Lower Piston

. 006 Liner Wear

1000 hrs.

. 004

.002 
Two Piece

ZSea) Rig

Figure 5.

ENCLOSURE B-1.
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38TD8-1/8 ENGINE PISTONS

PRODUCTION PISTON

MEXICAN HAT PISTON

ROTATING PISTON

PISTON CROWN CROSSECTION

ENCLOSURE E-1.
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TURBO: H-56PISTON TEMPERATURES NOZZLE RING: 16 in.
8-1/8 x 10 TURBOCHARGED (E-6) TIMING: 14.5 BMV

BLOWER SERIES-SYSTEM BLOWER: 1.23:1 Vol.
DIESEL @ 720 RPM PISTON: 16 401 902

LINER: 16 401 992
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_ __ _

F,~~0 -------------,
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_ _~~No I. _ _ _
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-ENCLOSURE E-2
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Date; 10127/"3



PISON EMPRATRESTURBO: H-56 2
Pl~fb TEMERATUES NZZLE RING: 19 in.

8-/ 10 TURBOCHAAGED (E-6) TIMING: 12.5 BMV
BLOWER SERIES SYSTEM: BLOWER: 1.31Vol.
DIESEL 0 900 RPM' PISTON: 16 401 902

_____________________________LINER: 16 401 992
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* LINER TE'PERATU'ES
8-1/8 x 10 TURBOCHIARGED
SERIES -BLOWER SYSTEM

DIES.EL @ 900*rpm

PISTO,'1 16401902 LINER 16 401 992
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PISTON TEM1PERATURES
8-1/8 x 10 T'IIBOCIIARGED
SERIES - BLOWER SYSTEM

9IESEL @ 900 rp

DIESEL LINER 16 401 991 PISTON 16 401 902
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ENCLOSURE E-4.
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M

8-1/3-x .10 TURS3OCHARGED
, SE?.!EC -, I"OWER SYST.:,.
DIESEL 1. /20 r• .

DIESEL LINJER 16 401 992 PISTOl.16400334
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r -- - ROTATING PISTON
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LINER TEMPERATURES
8-1/8 x 10 TURBOCHARGED
SERIE' - BLOWER SYSTEM

DIESEL @ 720 rpm

PISTON 16400334 LINER I6401912
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700-____
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PISTON : IIlGH RING BELT, ROTATING DESIGN

U).)

" -- ' " Thermocouples located 1/16" from bore
P, surface.
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APPENDIX F

ENGINE OVERHAUL DIRECTIVE
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Mp1 I
CO.MDTNOTE 9410

CGWNDANT 1NOTICE 9410

Subj: Marine Diesel Engine Maintenance Program

' e: (a) Naval Engineering Manual (CG-413)
1. Purpose. The purpose of this Notice is to amend the present Diesel

Engine Maintenance Policy set forth in reference (a) Inl order to increase

diesel engine reliability and to provide for more orderly planning, pro-

Curllent alction, and execution of diesel engine center section overhauls.

2. Discussion. A discussion of the past maintenance systems and reasons

for m~oving to the "overhaul as required" policy are contained in refere'nce

'(a). This "as required* policy has worked to somre extent, but in numerous

instances, has not provided the desired reliability froon our large propul-

sion engines. The need for unexpccted overhauls has also created schedul-

ing b~id logistic planning prolt which have resulted in unavaiikbilityJ

of w-dced parts and "hurry-up" repairs when parts are finally received. i
Recent experience has diso revealed that trend monitoring and lube oil

analysis have not, in Ml cases, indicated when center section components

have failed. These failures have been discovered both during inspections

I ad, in some cases, during engine failure that resulLed in aborting

I F-2
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opeeational missions.

This new policy is an attempt to improve tHs situation by requiring a

center section overhaul at an hourly interval. This should result in aI

more realistic basis for planning Wantenance time, a mo~re orderly ac- I
quistion of parts, and a better quality of overhaul.I I
The trend monitoring and lube oil analysis programs are to be continued,I

since these are tools which, if properly used, provide the operaltrng

engineer inforynation concerning the health of his engines. Additionally,

there are Current Research and Development efforts to develop a simple,

state-cf-the-art package for diesel engine diagnostics which would beI

independent of antient conditions. If these efforts are successful, the

center section overhaul policy will be re-evaluated. A secondary ,
benefit of requiring ai regular center section overhaul is the "handsj I
on~ experienced gained by the Machinery Technicians. I

3. Scope. The policy stated herein applies to all catters having enginesj

c listed in enclosure 'I).1 1
j 4. Action.I

a. District Conranders and Corr~nding OffiCers of cutters having

J ~F-~3 [
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the ma.-hlnery listed 1I- enclosure (7) shall imples'.ent the provisions off

this directive.

b. The Lube Oil Analysis program and the Trend ibnitoring arnd Analysis

programs required by reference (a) shall be continued. If repair or

overhaul is indicated by either of these programs prior to the tire between H

overhal indicated in enclosure (1), appropriate maintenance dction shall be

taken.

£1 c. Engine components such as attached pumps, torsion~al vibration

i damp~ers, blowers, turbochargers, and like parts shall continue to be in-

:7

:3 spcted and overhauled as required by existing Tethnical Publications or

Manufactuzrer~s recowmndations. The ;irtance of accoi~1ishing these

inspections/overhauls cannot be emphasized enough. They are critical!

d. When the hourly interval stated in enclosure (1) has elapsed,

the engine shall be opened up, disassemb)led~, and all center section con'.-

I ponents shall be inspected for diitress and wear, Except for compulsory

renewal iteiris, which will be listed in fort~coming Technical Publication

- Amendments, center section components shall be renewed only if the mea-
L

sured wear exceeds one-half the allowable wear. Allowable wea is de-

H fined as the new condition dimnsion minus the condeNning limit dimensionF-4



as stated in the appropriate Technical Publication.

e. A record of measurements taken and components renewed shall be

maintained as part of the Machinery History.

f. The Commandant will capitalize and have SICP provide the stock

support indicated in enclosure (2). This support is to provide for

emergent needs and needs beyond jOlanned available parts. Districts may

purchase these items from SICP.

g. The District shall submit, along with letter report required by

reference (a) (9004.6.2) a sunmary report showing engines overhauled,

hours between overhaul, and center section parts renewed (other than

those required by the T.P. Amendment).

5. Cancel'faton. This notice is cancelled upon incorporation of the

policy in reference (a) or on which ever comes first.

F-5
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Enclosure (1) to COMDTNOTE 9410

CENTER SECTION OVERHAUL INTERVALS

ENGINE *INTERVAL (Hours)

FAIRBANKS
38TDJ 1/8 9000 - 10,000
3808 1/8 9000 - 10,000

ALCO
16-451B 10,000 - 12,000

COOPER-BESSEMER
GN-8 6000 - 7000
GSD-8 6000 - 7000

FVB1000 - i2,000

*Any engine already exceeding the .stated interval shall have the
center section overhauled within the nextu 2000 hours.

110 copie
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